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Propositions
1.

A soil survey database can only be structured and organized effectively after a
thorough analysis of future applications.
- this thesis

2.

Fortheanalysisoflandusedynamics,Markovchainsneedprobability modifiers
to interpret the observed sequences.
- this thesis

3.

Amodular approachtolink GISand externalmodelsbased ondataexchangeis
preferred above full integration.
- this thesis

4.

Incontrasttotheincreasing attentionfor special-purpose soilsurveysatdetailed
scale levels, it can be argued that general-purpose soil surveys are essential for
screening potential study areas and planning sampling schemes.
- this thesis
- Burrough,P.A., 1991.SoilInformation Systems.In:D.J.Maguire,M.F.Goodchild,andD.W.
Rhind (Eds). Geographical information systems. Longman Scientific &Technical, Harlow,
United Kingdom, 153-169.

5.

The statement of Yearsley et al. (1994) that dual GIS architectures - i.e.
architectures with separate storage of geometric data and attribute data - are
clearly undesirable originates from apurely technology drivenpoint of view.
- C. Yearsley, M.F. Worboys, P. Story, D.P.W. Jayawardena and P. Bofakos, 1994.
Computational support for spatial information handling: models and algorithms. In: M.F.
Worboys (Ed.).InnovationsinGIS.Taylor&FrancisLtd.,London,United Kingdom, pp: 77
- This thesis

6.

The development of practical tools to define and identify scales in multi-scale
GIS studies requires a clear definition of scale within GISapplications.
- H.M.HassanandC. Hutchinson (Eds),1994. Naturalresourceandenvironmental information
for decisionmaking. The World Bank, Washington, D.C.,USA.
- W.Andriesse, L.O. Fresco,N. VanDuivenbooden, andP.N. Windmeijer, 1994.Multi-scale
characterization of inland valley agro-ecosystems in West Africa. Netherlands Journalof
Agricultural Sciences 42: 159-179.

7.

Simpledeterministicmodelstoestimatesustainability indicators (e.g.NUTDEP,
QUEFTS,USLE) are essential to support regional planning exercises.
- J.J. Stoorvogel, E.M.A. Smaling, B.H. Janssen, 1993.Calculateing soil nutrient balances in
Africa at different scales. I Supra-national scale. Fertilizer Research 35:227-235.
- B.H. Janssen, F.C.T. Guiking, D. Van Der Eijk, E.M.A. Smaling, J. Wolf, and H. Van
Reuler, 1990.Asystemforquantitativeevaluationofthefertility oftropicalsoils(QUEFTS).
Geoderma 46,299-318.
- W.H. Wischmeijer, and D.D. Smith, 1978. Predicting rainfall erosion losses. A guide to
conservation planning. Agric. Handbook No 537.USDA, Washington, D.C.,USA

8.

Includingonlysustainablelandusesystemsintheanalysisofalternativelanduse
scenarios cannot yield realistic scenarioresults.
- F.R. Veeneklaas, H. Van Keulen, S. Cissé, P. Gosseye, and N. van Duivenbooden, 1994.
Competing for limited resources: options for land use in the fifth region of Mali. In: L.O.
Fresco, L. Stroosnijder, J. Bouma, and H. Van Keulen (Eds). The future of the land:
mobilising and integrating knowledge for land use options. John Wiley & Sones Ltd,
Chisester, United Kingdom, 227-247
- Jansen, D.M., J.J. Stoorvogel, and R.A. Schipper. 1995. Using sustainability indicators in
agricultural land use analysis: an example from Costa Rica. NetherlandsJournal of
Agricultural Science 43:61-82.

9.

The general opinion that pesticide use in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica has
strongnegativeeffects ontheenvironment isnotsupported byanyresearchdata.

10. Short term research contracts will lead to more diverse researchers and more
dynamic research departments. Additionally, it improves interaction between
departments and universities duetoexchange ofresearchers.
11. Donot refrain from modelling. It isjust aformalisation of what everybody has
been doing for centuries.

PropositionsaccompanyingthePh.Dthesis'Geographicalinformation systemsasatool
to explore land characteristics and land use with reference to Costa Rica'. Jetse J.
Stoorvogel,Wageningen, October 18,1995.

Preface
When Christopher Columbus reached Costa Rica in search for the wealth of the
Indies,theneedfor geographicalinformation systems (andespeciallyglobalpositioning
systems) was already evident. Nevertheless, the knowledge based systemsused by the
conquistadors led to a rapid inventory of the earth surface and form the basis for
present day geography.Withthehighpressureonland inmanypartsof theworld,land
use planning requires a formalisation of the knowledge based systems with clearly
defined data and relations available for every user.
Almost 500yearsafter Columbus,Ilanded ontheAmerican continent insearch for
tropical soils and their relation with present day land use. Impressed by Columbus'
mistakes and successes in combination with the rapid developments in information
sciences, I started this thesis research. I would like to thank my promotors Johan
Bouma and Louise O. Fresco for initiating this research and their continuing support.
Their enthusiasm and encouragement were highly motivating. Despite the large
distance, they were always willing to comment and discuss articles and parts of this
thesis.
The USTED methodology was developed together with Don Jansen and Rob
Schipper. They are greatfully acknowledged for the stimulating interdisciplinary
research. The discussions with André Nieuwenhuyse on soils and land use in the
Atlantic Zone were highly motivating. Many M.Sc. students came to Costa Rica for
theirpracticalsorthesisresearch.Jeroen vanAlphen,RandyBenjamins (GISdatabase),
Marleen Belder (land use inventory), and Jacomijn Pluimers (biocide modelling) are
acknowledged for their contributions to specific parts of this thesis. Luis Guillermo
Valverde and Luis Guillermo Quirós are greatfully acknowledged for data collection.
Hans Jansen is acknowledged for both coordination at the Atlantic Zone Programme
and comments on parts of this thesis. Peter Burrough is greatfully acknowledged for
commenting on a previous version of this thesis. Rob Sevenhuysen, Olga Carvajal,
FernandoCambronero,CeliaAlfaro,MiguelAstua,andEdgarAlfaroareacknowledged
for the logistic support at the Atlantic Zone Programme. Thisresearch would not have
been possible without the endless support of Marjon Oostrom who took care of the

logistics in my personal life. Both paranimfen Eric Smaling and Wim Andriesse are
acknowledged for their friendship and teaching me thebasic concepts of science in the
beginning of my career. I am very thankful to the co-authors of my papers for the
fruitful discussions that lead tothe specific papers.Finally, Ithank my family for their
moral support and for trying to understand my work.
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Introduction

1.1

Soil and land use problems as a source for improving geographical
information systems

Although the world's total area under crop land and permanent pasture has
increased only slightly by 2% per year during the last two decades, there has been a
significant increase in agricultural production (FAO 1974, 1992). The resulting
intensification of world'sagriculture leadstoagrowing concern aboutthe sustainability
of agricultural production and its environmental effects. Agriculture is challenged to
deal with an increasing demand for agricultural products in future and more stringent
environmental constraints. The goals of farmers, who are the final decision makers in
agriculture, donot necessarily correspond with the general objectives of policy makers
and environmentalists. The decisions of these farmers, however, can be directed by
agricultural policies, regulations and incentives to match them more adequately with
regional and national objectives (e.g. Lutz and Daily 1991). Additionally, agricultural
sciences can provide alternative technologies, which, if suitable for the farmer's
situation, may be adopted.
InCosta Rica, increases intheagricultural production were,until theearly eighties,
mainly the result of an expansion of the production area rather than an increase of
productivity (Hartshorn et al. 1982). Deforestation rates have decreased since then to
lessthan 0.2% per year (Kaimowitz 1994) and actually most primary forests are found
intheprotected areas (national parks,forest reserves) which cover approximately 20%
of the Costa Rican territory (Ramirez and Maldonado 1988, Alvarado et al. 1993,
Fournier 1993, Sader and Joyce 1988). As a result only a 5% expansion of the
agricultural area took place in the last decade (estimate based on Lizano 1993 and
Fournier 1993). Nevertheless, annually a 4% increase in agricultural production was
reached inthe last decade mainly astheresult of alternative varieties,higher inputsand
changes inthe cropping pattern (estimate based ondatafrom Lizano 1993,Anonymous
1994).
Although the agricultural production is increasing, it is lagging behind population
growth in many parts of the world. In this rather hazardous situation, there is no room
for a process of trial and error to develop agriculture. Agricultural sciences, therefore,
need to develop tools for an ex ante evaluation of policies and regulations. Also,
alternative technologies should bethoroughly tested at both field and farm level before
supplying them to large groups of farmers. This ex ante evaluation requires a basic
understanding of natural resource processes and the driving forces behind land use
changes.
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Fortunately new tools like Geographical Information Systems (GIS1), simulation
models and linear programming (LP) models are being developed and continuously
improved. Thesetools allow land use planners toexplore different land-use options.In
addition, they support the evaluation of incentives and measures to direct land use
changes according to various policies.
GIS are already routinely used to store, manage and analyze spatially related data
(Hassan and Hutchinson 1992). Nevertheless, no standard procedures have been
developed to include GIS in disciplinary methodologies dealing with spatial data. For
instance,astandard procedure for soilsurveying developed by Soil Survey Staff (1951)
has been adapted and updated by different authors (Dent and Young 1981, Landon
1991). Studies have been carried out to include GIS technology in soil survey
procedures and GIS based soil survey databases like SOTER (Van Engelen and Wen
1995) and STATSGO (Soil Survey Staff 1993) are being developed. However, no
procedures have been adopted as a new standard by the different surveyors.
Methodologies for land cover and land use inventories are currently emerging (Turner
etal. 1994).Due tothe regular use ofsatellite imagery, which comes in digital format,
these inventories may employ GIS technology. However, similarly to soil surveys, no
standardisation of methodologies takes place. For regional soil surveys and land use
inventories, GIS technology isoften only employed asa computer-aided mapping tool.
Policy makers are becoming increasingly aware of the environmental effects of
agricultural production, and sustainability is increasingly becoming a policy objective
(Farshad and Zinck 1993). The analysis of soil survey and land use inventories is,
therefore,often focused onsustainability relatedtopics.Manydefinitions for sustainable
development and the sustainability of agricultural production exist in the literature
(FAO 1993,Lélé 1991). In general, only few relevant and quantifiable indicators can
beoperationalized inagricultural land useanalysis (Jansen etal. 1995).The inventories
of both land and land use should enable a geo-referenced analysis of these indicators
to allow for the incorporation of these parameters in land use planning. This may
requirealinkagebetweenthemodelsestimating thesesustainability indicatorsandGIS.
"Information sciences" develop GIS technology almost independently from the
applications. Commonly used GIS packages like PC Arc/Info2 provide relatively few
tools for spatial analysis (only 5% of all PC Arc/Info commands are related to spatial
Following Bonham-Carter (1994),the acronym GISisused for either asingle geographical information
system, or several systems, or to the field of geographical information systems as a whole.
2
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analysis). This probably originates from the wide range of applications that different
disciplines might give a GIS, leaving companies like ESRI with an impossible task to
include all required operations. Thepackages do,however, increasingly facilitate links
with external models, which can be developed by different disciplines.
From both sides, GIS users and GIS developers, the developments can be
characterized as "technology driven".Itisnecessarytotakeamore "application driven"
approach where disciplines focus on the application and adoption of standard GIS
packages, made available by the information scientists. Additionally, they should
identify the requirements of GIS for their applications and feed them back to
information scientists. This interaction is crucial to avoid sterile, purely "technology
driven" approaches. Information scientists should certainly continue to do basic work
buttheefficiency oftheir work would increasewhenfed byproblemsofthereal world.
In contrast to a general impression that GIS is high-tech and unsuitable for
developing countries (Taylor 1991),in practice an increasing use of these systems can
be observed in these countries. GIS technology is found in most Costa Rican
organizations dealing with spatial data. Almost all organizations use commercial GIS
packages like PC Arc/Info and occasionally IDRISI3. The organizations focus on GISsupported applications and do not deal with the internal organization of the GIS. Also
in the Costa Rican context a technology driven use of GIS can be observed where GIS
is mainly used to make sophisticated maps. Less or no attention at all is paid to data
quality and to the systematic analysis of spatial data.

1.2

This thesis

The use of GIS for the inventory and analysis of land characteristics and land use
receives increasing attention in literature (e.g. Bonham-Carter 1994, Michener et al.
1994,Maguire etal. 1991).However, theproposed techniques areoften not applicable
using commercial GIS packages as they require adaptions to the internal organization
of the GIS. This thesis deals with the use of commercial GIS software for the storage
and analysis of land characteristics and land use. Specific research topics for the study
include:
- the optimization of data storage on the basis of possible use,
- the quantification of temporal dynamics in land use, and

IDRISI is a registered trademark of the IDRISI project/Clark University, Worcester, MA, USA.
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- the integration of GIS and other tools and procedures for the analysis of land use
scenarios.
Several aspects related to the use of GIS are outside the scope of this thesis, although
they may have a significant importance:
- As indicated by, for example, Bregt (1992), GIS can be used to support the
optimization of sampling schemes. Most studies makeuse of geostatistics and apply to
detailed scale levels. At smaller scales,different mapping units areoften delineated on
thebasisof aerial photographs. Thepresent study deals mainly with existing databases
at regional scales, where the inventories of land and land use are carried out using
aerial photographs.
- The uncertainties and quality of data may influence significantly the results of any
study. Few independent parameters have been developed to indicate the accuracy of
spatial data and its effect on modelling exercises. Studies like for example Heuvelink
(1993) may contribute significantly in the operationalisation of these parameters.
Inthisthesis,approaches totheuse of GIS for land and land userelated studies are
developed. The approaches are explored and illustrated with examples from the
Northern Atlantic Zone in Costa Rica (Figure 1.1). Special attention is paid to the
sustainability related side of land and land use analysis. The research is part of an
interdisciplinary researchprogramme namedtheAtlantic ZoneProgramme (AZP).This
programme is a cooperation of the Tropical Agricultural Research and Higher
Education Centre (CATIE, Costa Rica), the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock
(MAG, Costa Rica), and the Wageningen Agricultural University (WAU, The
Netherlands).
Commercial GIS software often has a dual architecture, with separate storage of
spatial and attribute data. For users of the software, the structures for the spatial data
are often fixed, and only the attribute data can be structured user specifically.
Therefore, database structures in this thesis focus on structures for attribute data.
Structures for soil survey data are often complex due to the occurrence of soil
associations and soil complexes. In Chapter 2, alternative database structures for soil
survey data are proposed and evaluated based on a general data model and different
indicators for the efficiency of databases for queries. Applying the database for
different modelling approaches to estimate biocide leaching,these structures are found
to be rigid in terms of the level of detail they provide. Therefore, decision rules were
developed enablingdifferent applicationsofsoilsurvey dataatdifferent levelsofdetail.
Land cover and land use databases have relatively simple legends. Consequently
the thematic database structures can be relatively simple. Due to their great temporal

16
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Figure 1.1

Location of the Northern Atlantic Zone and the Neguev settlement in
Costa Rica

variation, however, land cover and land use data have an additional dimension. On a
large scale this variation comprises cropping sequences, whereas on a small scale it
includes broad land cover changes.The quantification of landuse dynamicsusing both
standard and new indicators is discussed in Chapter 3.
Whenthetoolsfor spatial analyzes arenotprovided bya commercial GISpackage,
the GIScanbelinked to external models.Thisisgenerallythe case when sustainability
related topics areincluded inthe analysis. Chapter 4provides generalstructures for the
GIS-model link and illustrates them with an example, where GIS is linked with a LP
model. In addition, two examples are further elaborated to i) optimize the distribution
17
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of land use in a given area to reduce soil nutrient depletion, and ii) analyze alternative
land use scenarios through systems integration. The latter forms the basis for an
exploratory methodology with which the effects of policies and incentives can be
estimated.
Chapter 5 evaluates the use of GIS databases and data needs for land use analysis.
Four practical examples from the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica are presented, covering
respectively: i)identification of potential areas for maize cultivation, ii)problems with
sustainability, iii)theriskof ground andsurface water contamination witha commonly
used nematicide, and iv) the analysis of alternative land use scenarios.
Chapter 6 lists future challenges and presents general conclusions.

1.3

The study area

Thestudy area comprisestheperhumid tropical lowlands inthenorthern part ofthe
Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica measuring approximately 5,450km2. An extensive spatial
database that comprises data on the natural resources, agricultural land use, and the
human environment isavailable for thearea(Stoorvogel and Eppink 1995).Thismakes
thearea extremelyuseful for thisspecific study.Land usedatafor the wholestudy area
are only available for 1984. Studies to land use dynamics (Chapter 3) are, therefore,
carried out for parts of the area where aerial photographs for different years were
available. More detailed studies presented in Chapter 4 are carried out for the Neguev
settlement (Figure 1.1). This settlement comprises 47 km2 and is located on the
footslopes of the Turrialba volcano.
The Northern Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica
The perhumid tropical lowlands in the northeast of Costa Rica form the
continuation of the Nicaragua basin, a subsidence basin filled with alluvial and marine
deposits.The basin islimited inthesouthwest bythe Central and Talamanca Mountain
Ranges (Figure 1.2). Active volcanism is found in the Central Mountain Range. In the
north, a number of basaltic cones are found. Along the coast, marshy backswamps are
located.
The climate is characterized by water excess all year around with less precipitation
in February and March and a mean annual rainfall between 3300 and 7000 mm
(Stoorvogel and Eppink 1995). Temperatures vary little throughout the year with an
average annual temperature of approximately 24° C in the lowlands decreasing with
0.42 °C per 100 m rise in altitude (Herrera 1985).
18
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Main geomorphological units inthe Atlantic Zone

The soils in the Atlantic Zone (Figure 1.3) can be described and classified (Soil
Survey Staff 1994)as:
SI: old, strongly weathered, clayey and well drained soils (oxic Humitropept and
Haploperox)onmudflowsbothonthefootslopes andasremnantsinthealluvial
plains(23.4%),
S2: old, moderately weathered, sandy and moderately well drained soils (aerie
Tropaquept and aquic Humitropept) developed in sedimentary rock in the
Talamanca Mountain Range(3.5%),
19
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Figure 1.3

S3:
S4:
S5:
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GeneralsoilgroupsintheNorthernAtlanticZone(basedonWielemaker
and Vogel 1993)

young, well drained soils (andic Tropopsamment and andic Dystropept)
developed in young alluvial deposited sediments of volcanic origin (25.5%),
young,slightly weatheredpoorlydrainedsoils(Tropaquept)developed insandy,
volcanic sediments from the Central Mountain Range(2.1%),
young, slightly weathered poorly drained soils (Eutropept) developed in fine
textured sediments (24.7%),

Introduction

S6:

young,slightly weathered moderately wellto welldrained soils (Dystropept and
Tropaquept) developed in sandy to loamy sediments from the Talamanca
Mountain Range (4.9%),
S7: soils(Hydrudand)developed involcanicashesunderextremelyhumid conditions
(3.3%), and
S8: peat soils (Histosol) developed in the coastal backswamps (12.6%).
A number of soils occur in very small areas. A more generalized classification was
therefore based on soil fertility and soil drainage. The latter identifies fertile, well
drained soils, fertile poorly drained soils, and infertile, well drained soils. These three
groups correspond roughly with group S3, S5 and SI, respectively.
Inpreviouscenturiesadispersed Indianpopulation wasfound inthearea. However,
during Spanish colonization the area was found to be practically inhabitated. Major
colonization in the area started with the construction of the railroad in 1865. The
railroad was constructed for the transport of the coffee harvest from the higher areas
and was located on the boundary between the footslopes and the alluvial fan. Besides
being themost suitable areafor the construction of therailroad, it crossed the area with
fertile, well drained soils, which was suitable for banana production. Starting on the
footslopes, colonization tookplace mostly innorthern direction intothealluvial plains.
At the moment most of the Atlantic Zone outside the protected areas is colonized.
Agricultural landuse inthe Atlantic Zone (Figure 1.4)ranges from extensive cattle
raising and breeding to intensively managed plantations for banana and palm heart
production. Farms vary between big plantations and small farms. The latter are often
organized in settlements schemes of the Institute for Agricultural Development (IDA
Institute de Desarrollo Agropecuaria).
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Figure 1.4

1984land cover inthe Northern Atlantic Zone

TheNeguev settlement
TheNeguevsettlementislocated onthefootslopes oftheTurrialbavolcano,north
of Guäpiles-Limon highway (Figure 1.5). The settlement ismanaged by IDA, which
isthemainorganizationdealingwiththereorganizationandmanagementofagricultural
settlements. IDA settlements cover almost 20% of the northern part of the Atlantic
Zone (Stoorvogel and Eppink 1995). A full description of the Neguev settlement is
givenbyDe Onoro (1990).Thespatial database for theNeguev settlement comprises
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a 1:20,000 soil survey, a map with the location of the different farms and for the
southern part of thesettlement a land usemap for 1986.
A semi-detailed soil map of the settlement (1:20,000) was made by De Bruin
(1992).Thesoilmapwasgeneralized onthebasisofsoilfertility anddrainage(Figure
1.6). The resulting four soil groups can be described and classified (according tothe
Soil Survey Staff 1994)as
SFW: young, well drained volcanic soils with a high soil fertility (andic Eutropept,
typicUdivitrand),
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SFP: young, poorly drained volcanic soils with a high soil fertility (aquandic
Tropaquept),
SIW: relatively old,welldrained soils withalowsoilfertility developed onmud flows
and Pleistocene alluvial deposits (oxic Humitropept and Haploperox), and
P:
swamps.

SFW
SIW (Slopes <6%)
SIW (Slopes >6%)
SFP

Figure 1.6
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General soil groups in the Neguev settlement (after De Bruin 1992)
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Originally the Neguev settlement was a large cattle ranch with some smaller parts
under forest. In 1979 the settlement was occupied by settlers after which IDA
intervened, bought the farm and took care of parcelling. Although the settlement
scheme was established a decade ago, pasture used for extensive cattle breeding (with
a cattle density of one head per ha) and to a smaller extent forest still dominate land
use inthe area (Figure 1.7). Yet, smaller areas are presently cultivated with maize, red
pepper, tubers, coconut, cacao,plantain and fruit trees.The annual and perennial crops
are scattered on small parcels throughout the area. Recently the cultivation of palm
heart expanded rapidly.

Pasture
Annual crops
Perenes
Mixed agriculture
Forest
' " K ^ O

-ft

Swamps
Built up area

«Sl<!Eb,
"•'

*

«•i»

' H S ..>
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Figure 1.7

1986 land use for the southern part of the Neguev settlement (Overtoom
et al. 1987)
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2. The storage of soil survey data

The Sections of this chapter arebased on the following publications:
Section 2.2: Stoorvogel,J.J.,andM.Molenaar, 1995.SoilassociationsandcomplexesinGISbased
soil and terrain databases: a Costa Rican case study. Submitted toInternational
Journalon Geographical Information Systems.
Section 2.3: Stoorvogel, J.J.,andJ.Bouma, 1995.Amulti-level soilinformation system toestimate
biocide leaching in Costa Rica. Submitted toSoilScience Society ofAmericaJournal.
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parameters are required that indicate the efficiency and flexibility of the database
structure for certain queries.
In this section, a data model for the attribute data of soil and terrain databases is
presented. Alternative database structures and quantitative parametersto determine the
efficiency of queries are used to put the data model into practice. The setup of a soil
and terrain database is illustrated with a five step approach for soil survey data of the
Northern Atlantic Zone. The 1:150,000 soil map with its database (based on
Wielemaker and Vogel 1993) is stored in PC Arc/Info and serves for the different
disciplines of the AZP besides other research projects and organizations.

2.1.2 The data model
GISdatabasestructuresarepartially determined bytheGISarchitecture.Two major
GIS architectures, raster and vector, can be distinguished. Raster based systems are
established by a link between position and thematic data. For vector based systems the
object isdescribed bygeometricandthematicdata (Molenaar 1991).Thegeometricand
thematic object descriptions can be handled independently and are linked by a feature
identifier. For soil survey data,the objects arethedelineated areas ofthesoil map. The
shape and position of thedelineated areasaredescribed bythe geometric data, whereas
the soil distribution and additional properties (like geology and geomorphology) are
described by thematic attributes. Compared to the traditional soil map, the feature
identifier isthe identification soil legend (Soil Survey Staff 1951)that links delineated
areas to the thematic object description within the database of non-spatial attributes
(Burrough 1986). This section is focused on the vector approach and deals with the
organization of the thematic object description. In most cases, the structure for
geometric data is fixed in commercial GIS packages. Similar attribute structures can,
therefore, be used for grid based systems.
Inthedatamodelproposed for soilandterraindatabases (Figure 2.1)the delineated
areas (DAs)areclassified asmapping units (MUs),i.e.DAs withsimilar attributes (e.g.
soil distribution). If the MUs comprise soil associations, terrain units (TUs) are
described. These TUs are individual components of the association. TUs are described
by one or several sub-units like for instance a geological unit (GeU), a
geomorphological unit (GmU) and a soil unit (SU). In soil and terrain databases,
emphasis is placed on the latter with more general descriptions for GeUs and GmUs.
The properties of SUs will be described in detail with reference to representative
profiles for the different soil series and descriptions of the soil horizons. GeUs are, for
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Data model for a soil and terrain database

instance, described in terms of the age and type of deposit, whereas GmUs are
described in terms of slope, drainage and stoniness of the terrain. The way sub-units
are described largely depends on the available data, the scale and the purpose of the
soil map.

2.1.3 Alternative database structures
Several database structures for soilsurvey datahavebeen developed. Examples are
SOTER (Van Engelen and Wen 1995) and STATSGO (Soil Survey Staff 1993). The
setup for therelational database containing thethematic information of soil and terrain
data depends mainly on the dataset and on the objectives of the database. On the basis
of the data model (Figure 2.1),an inventory of alternativedatabase structures is carried
out. Three alternative database structures will be described according to the entityrelationship model (Chen 1976).
Structure A
Figure 2.2 shows a database structure proposed by Baumgardner and Van de Weg
(1989)and Wielemaker and Vogel (1993).Different entity setscanbedistinguished for
delineated areas (EDA),mapping units (EMU),terrain units (E^), geological units ( E ^ ) ,
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Entity relationship model for database structure A

geomorphological units (EGmU) and soil units (E su ). All the entity sets are stored in
separate two dimensional tables in the database.
EDA, which in Arc/Info coverages is named the polygon attribute table, describes
the classification of the delineated areas into mapping units. Two key attributes are
present:thefeature identifier for thelink withthegeometric data,and theMU identifier
as a link to EMU. Additionally two topological attributes for the area and perimeter of
DAs are added by Arc/Info.
EMU has, besides the MU identifier, five key attributes relating the MU to five
different terrain units.Five additional attributes indicate thepercentage of the mapping
unit covered with the corresponding terrain units. The five key attributes for the
different terrain units are all linked to one key attribute in E ^ .
Terrain units are described by different sub-units in E ^ . Besidesthe TU identifier,
E™contains key attributestotheentity setsofthesesub-units:EGeU,EGmU)and E su . The
different entity sets for the sub-units describe the specific properties included in the
survey.
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The database structures presents a complex relation between EMU and E ^ . If, for
instance, one is interested in a specific surface stoniness, a quintuple relation (in case
of five terrain units) between EMUa n d Eroisnecessary tocheck whether oneofthe five
terrain units presents surface stoniness. Databases organized according to Structure A
will contain many empty fields for mapping units where less than five terrain units are
described. The databases will therefore occupy relatively much disk space.
Structure B
Database structure B (Figure 2.3; e.g. Van Engelen and Wen 1995) differs from
Structure A by the definition of E ^ . E ^ in Structure B has two key attributes for the
MU and the TU. An additional attribute indicates the percentage that the TU occupies
in the MU. A mapping unit with, for instance, four terrain units willnow occupy four
records in EMU. With a varying number of terrain units, the number of records
describing theMU willchange correspondingly. Inthis way,no empty fields are found
in the database. At the same time, the complex relation between E^, and EMU is
avoided. Mapping units with surface stoniness can now be selected by a single query.

Figure 2.3

Entity relationship model for database structure B
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Structure C
Structure A and B can indicate a variability which not necessarily is relevant for
users. A mapping unit can be homogeneous for geomorphology but at the same time
may be composed out of several soil types. Users interested in geomorphology still
have to deal with this variability. In structure C, however, GeU, GmU and SU are
treated asspatially independent andseparate terrainunitsfor thedifferent sub-units are
defined (Figure 2.4).Toavoid that thespatial dependency islost completely, a separate
index file is included indicating the spatial dependency for the different sub-units. The
definition of this index file may be simple derivations of E ^ and E ^ as defined in
Structure A or B.

<CMïr>
Emu

Etug

Etugm

( j E U > C area
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Figure 2.4
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2.1.4 Queries
Queries may be feature oriented or thematic oriented. Feature oriented queries
comprise queries that look for the properties of a certain terrain feature. A feature
oriented query checks for instance whether fertile well drained soils occur in a
delineated area.Thematicqueries arebased onthevaluesofoneormoreattributes.The
terrain features that fulfill these criteria areselected. Athematic oriented query may be
the selection of all delineated areas with fertile soils. The way the two queries can be
put into practice is completely different. In most databases thematic oriented queries
have to pass several "one (or few) to many" relations as feature oriented queries have
to pass several "many to one (or few)" relations.
Theefficiency ofadatabasestructuremerelydependsontherequested information.
However, a certain number of boundary conditions like normalisation of the database
should always be fulfilled. Depending on the database and its use the most suitable
normal form has to be found. These normal forms guarantee for relational databases
that problems of redundancy and anomalies do not occur (Ullman 1982). The
optimisation of thedatabase structure isbased ontheefficiency and the flexibility. The
efficiency stands for a minimum of algorithmic steps during the query. On the other
hand the flexibility indicates whether a wide range of queries, thematic oriented or
feature oriented, ispossible. Toevaluatepossible database structures, itisnecessary to
quantify these criteria. One of the possible indicators is the average number of fields
that has to be read in the various tables for thematic and feature oriented queries. The
number of columns and records for the different tables that are involved in the query
aredetermined after whichEquation 2.1estimates thetotalnumber of fields tobe read.
F
X=Y, (Ri*c/)
/=1
In which:

Equation 2.1

X
F
Rj
Q

=
=
=
=

average number of fields
total number of tables
number of records in table i
number of relevant columns in table i

Of course commercial database management systems have advanced querying
possibilities which will increase the efficiency of querying. Nevertheless, equation 2.1
will give a good indication of the efficiency of the database to a certain query.
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Besides the number of fields, the number of files and the amount of disk space
required determine the efficiency of the database. The number of files, generally,
corresponds withthe number of entity sets.

2.1.5 The Costa Rican case
Forthe creation of the database structurefivedifferent steps can be followed:
1) Identification of thedataset
2) Setupof a datamodel
3) Creation of alternative database structures
4) Inventarisation of commonrequested queries
5) Evaluation of the database structures
Thesefivestepswillbedescribed andevaluatedforthesoilandterrain databaseofthe
Northern AtlanticZone.

Number of terrain units
2

•

Bffl 5

3

/ V limits of delineated
areas

Figure 2.5
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Step 1 includes the inventarisation of the database, which is the result of the
1:150,000 soil survey of the northern part of the Atlantic Zone. It comprises an area
of 5,450 km2 described by 753 delineated areas. For the 1:150,000 soil map, 154
different mapping units have been described. The database is a compilation of more
detailed information at scale levels varying between 1:20,000 and 1:1:100,000. As a
result, 67% of all polygons and 82% of the area are described by associations (Figure
2.5).
The data model (Step 2) follows the setup of Figure 2.1. The mapping units are
described by one to five TUs. A MU, for instance, comprises three terrain units for
small remnants of old eroded mud-flows and young alluvial deposits which are poorly
drained along streams. Although the survey was focused on soils, descriptions for
geology and geomorphology are also included.
Alargenumber ofdatabasestructures canbe created (Step 3).Figures2.6, 2.7,and
2.8 show fragments of the soil and terrain database for the Atlantic Zone structures
according to Structure A, B, and C respectively. Up to 5 different terrain units are
identified. In Structure A, 54% of the fields in EMU are empty, because only in few
cases five terrain units are actually identified. No empty fields occur in Structure B
resulting in less disk space required ( E ^ occupies in Structure A 7.7 kB compared to
5.1 kB in Structure B). However, the number of records in E ^ increases significantly
from 154 (the number of MUs) in Structure A to 332 in Structure B, whereas the
number of columns decreases. In Structure C, the spatial dependency between the
different sub-units is excluded, leading to a significant decrease in the number of
associations defined for the geological and geomorphological unit (52 and 98
respectively). The soil unit forms the origin of most associations and yields 127
different associations.
Although projects are often unaware of queries that will be requested most, a
general inventory of thematic and/or feature oriented queries can alwaysbe carried out.
The inventory of queries (Step 4) can, however, be repeated and the database structure
may be adapted. Four main groups of queries, which are all frequently requested at the
Atlantic Zone Programme, can be identified:
1) thematicsingle-property queries (e.g.locatemappingunitswithpossible occurrence
of specific clay minerals),
2) thematic multi-property queries (e.g. locate flat or almost flat areas with infertile,
well drained soils),
3) feature oriented single-property queries (e.g.giveageneralimpressionof geological
features in the Atlantic Zone), and
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4) feature orientedmulti-property queries (e.g.indicatestoniness,soil depth,andsoil
pHfor a bananaplantation).

Eda

Egu

Egmu Esu

Figure 2.6 Fraction of thesoilandterrain database for theNorthern AtlanticZone,
structured according todatabase structureA
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The last step (Step 5) evaluates the different database structures using the number
of files, required disk space, and the number of fields to be read for the different
queries calculated withEquation 2.1(Table 2.1). Thenumber of files andrequired disk
space for the different structures arerather similar for the different database structures
and are not likely to present any problem with the common hardware configurations.
However, large differences in the number of fields occur for the different queries and
database structures. Structure A is especially efficient when only the dominant terrain
unit is requested because EMU has relatively few records. When all terrain units need
to be checked the structure is less efficient due to the large number of empty fields.
Structure B gives best results for the queries with more than one property requested.
Structure C isefficient whenthe query only checks one sub-unit. If more sub-units are
required the index file is necessary and the structure becomes less efficient.
It canbequestioned whether oneshould haveafixed database structure. Relational
database management systemsprovide possibilities to changethestructure easily when
the requested information or the user group changes. When the data are not updated
regularly, different database structures can be generated for different queries. In cases
of databases that are regularly updated, this may not be advisable as it may generate
inconsistencies inthedatabase.FortheAtlantic ZoneProgramme, Structure Bhasbeen
selected asthe most appropriate database structure, because it allows for a wide range
of different queries.
Table 2.1

Analysisofdatabasestructuresand queries (Queriesrefer tothe examples
in the text under Step 2)
Database structure
A

B

C

6

6

5'

121.3

101.7

140.9

1. Thematic (clay minerals)

2922

2516

2238

2. Thematic (flat infertile soils)

3290

2984

3466

3. Feature (geology)

2158

2800

2022

4. Feature (banana plantation)

4053

3059

3541

Number of files
Memory required for the storage of the files
(in kB for storage as DBase IV files)
total number of fields read per query

Excluding indexfiles.
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2.2

An application oriented soil information system

2.2.1 Different stakeholders dealing with biocide leaching
With an increasing number of environmental problems related to biocide use in
high input agriculture, leaching of biocides from the soil and the resulting
contamination of ground water receives increasing attention. The cost of sampling
programsoften hampersstudiesontheeffect ofthesebiocides ontheenvironment. Soil
survey data provide, especially for studies at the regional level, one of the few readily
available data sets that can be used to efficiently plan additional measurements or to
run simple models. Although the introduction of GIS improved the availability of soil
survey data, the structure and semantics used for data storage still determine to a high
extent the usefulness of the data. Depending on objectives and resources, projects
follow different approaches and make use of different models, varying from simple
expert systems to complex deterministic models (Addiscot and Wagenet 1985). The
type of model determines the data from the soil survey that can be used. Ideally, the
database provides soil survey data at different levels of detail, so that different
procedures can be linked to the database.
In the perhumid tropical lowlands in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica, the area
under high-input agriculture expanded rapidly from 223 km2 in 1984 to 466 km2 in
1992 as estimated by aerial photograph interpretation. At the same time, ground water
is used for drinking water and high-input agriculture occurs close to nature reserves.
Biocide leaching istherefore receiving increased attention from different stakeholders.
They try to draw the attention of policy makers to the effects of biocide use on the
environment and human health. Depending on the objectives and resources of the
organizations, they follow different approaches:
TheNationalUniversity (UNA)startedtheirresearchwithhardly anydata available
(e.g. Hilje et al. 1987, Castillo et al. 1993). They focused their research on
monitoring biocide concentrations of surface waters and sediments. Sampling,
however, took place more or less randomly, due tothe lack of data to structure the
sampling schemes. Showing figures on the occurrence of different biocides in the
environment, they drew attention to the problem. Nevertheless, the effect of the
measured biocide concentrations on e.g. biodiversity is still unknown and data
obtained are therefore hard to interpret.
The national corporation of banana producers (Corbana) carried out leaching
experiments to determine the amount of biocides leached from banana plantations.
Banana production is seen as one of the main environmental dangers within the
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Costa Rican lowlands. Corbana, therefore, tries to develop management practices
which lead to less biocide leaching.
A project of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
developed strategies for a sustainable development of the Tortuguero plains in the
Northern Atlantic Zone. They estimated the area of banana plantations for each
watershed andrelated ittothedischargeofriversdrainingthese catchments (IUCN,
non published data). The study indicated that potentially contaminated rivers were
flowing intothenaturereserves.Although thestudy was carried out with minimum
data, it drew much attention and formed the basis for the official recognition that
the area around the park should be included in the Tortuguero conservation area,
implying restricted use of biocides.
UNA, Corbana, and IUCN all make use of the 1:150.000 soil survey for the Northern
Atlantic Zone. Standard database structures for soil survey data (e.g. Baumgardnerand
van de Weg 1989) limited the use of these data due to the rigidity in the level of detail
with which the data are stored. Consequently, there is a need to develop more flexible
structures that allow for an efficient retrieval of data at different levels of detail. This
section proposes a multi-level database structure for soil survey data. The database
structure isthe result of an analysis of questions being asked by different users which
is illustrated by different approaches to deal with contamination of ground water with
a commonlyusednematicide.Soilsurvey dataarestructured tofulfill data requirements
for the different approaches.

2.2.2 Using soil survey data to deal with biocide leaching
Inthe Northern Atlantic Zone,the high average annual rainfall in combination with
high input agriculture results inahighriskfor biocide leaching.Different organizations
are dealing with the environmental effects of biocides. Each of these organizations
would like to quantify the environmental effects of biocides by measuring biocide
behaviour in all the soils series. However, they have limited resources and can only
make general estimates. The risk for biocide leaching can be studied by different
procedures, each with its own data requirements and at a specific level of detail. On
the basis of objectives and available funds of users,the model that ismost appropriate
can be selected (Bouma et al. 1993). The soil survey for the Northern Atlantic Zone
is useful as a basic data set for the different procedures. Soil survey data are included
in a regional GIS which also includes data on land use and climate. The available soil
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Presenting the results with the GIS for the zone, only the dominant soil series in
each mapping unit are used to indicate potential hazard areas (Figure 2.10"). The
decision tree classified 24% of the area as potentially hazardous. UNA can now focus
on these areas, or even further reduce the area on the basis of land use data. For the
selected areas more intensive sampling schemes can be employed thus using available
funds more efficiently.
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Figure 2.10 Riskfor Ethopropleaching intheAtlanticZoneof CostaRica determined
by different procedures
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Pedons
Corbana carries out leaching experiments for the development of alternative
management systems. Soil survey data can be used to find appropriate locations for
measurements and to extrapolate the data measured for some pedons to others for
which no measurements could be carried out. The need for a more quantitative
approach to the prediction of environmental impacts may originate in economic
implications (Bouma et al. 1993). A simple linear equilibrium type model is used to
estimate biocide leaching from thedifferent soil series inthe Atlantic Zone. Generally,
10 kg/ha,yr Ethoprop is applied in banana plantations. On the basis of the Pesticide
Environmental Fate One Liner Database (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Environmental Fate & Effects Division), the following relation for Ethoprop was
established (r2 = 0.76, n=5):
Kd=Koc*OM+0.21 *Clay
In which:

Kd

=

Koc =
OM =
Clay =

Equation 2.2

ratiobetweenEthoprop concentration atthesoilsurface and
in soil solution
equilibrium parameter for Ethoprop fixation onsoil organic
matter
soil organic matter content (%)
clay content (%)

The soil is divided into successive 10 cm compartments for which the Kd values
are calculated on the basis of the above pedotransfer function. The model assumes
steady-stateone-dimensional waterflow throughthesoil(theaveragedaily precipitation
minusaveragedailyévapotranspiration).Additionally,itisassumedthattheequilibrium
between sorbed and dissolved forms of the biocide is reached instantaneously and that
Ethoprop has a half life time of 40 days (Pesticide Environmental Fate One Liner
Database). Results are presented in Figure 2.10b. Although results are mostly based on
literature from outside Costa Rica (especially for biocide behaviour), they are
quantitative and can present additional insight in differences among management
practices in different regions.When additional leaching experiments are carried out by
Corbana and linked totheprocedure,theprocedure canbecalibrated and actual biocide
leaching can be estimated more accurately.
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Horizons
In contrast to UNA and Corbana, whose final results are based on additional
quantitative measurements, the IUCN did not carry out any additional measurements.
The qualitative character of the decision tree (Figure 2.9) will, therefore, not yield
sufficient detail.Formore detailed results insight in theadsorption of Ethoprop will be
necessary, and especially variation between the different soil series. General-purpose
databases on biocide characteristics (e.g. Pesticide Environmental Fate One Liner
Database) list data for some soils on biocide behaviour, but mostly for temperate
climates and for non-volcanic soils. Adsorption of Ethoprop may, however, differ
significantly due to the presence of allophane. A procedure for a relatively easy and
fast appraisal of potential ground water contamination with biocides can, however, be
based on soil survey data and on one additional soil property: biocide fixation in the
soil (Figure 2.11). The procedure is based on the comparison of potential Ethoprop
fixation to the soil matrix above the ground water and the Ethoprop application rate.
On the basis of two threshold values for the fixation/application ratio, soils are
classified intermsoftheirpotential hazard tocontaminate ground water.To extrapolate
a limited number of Ethoprop fixation measurements, two approaches can be followed.
One groupsthe horizons of the different soil series into a limited number of functional
horizons and assumes that each sample isrepresentative for a functional horizon. The
alternative istoextrapolate theresultsofthebatchexperiment totheothersoil horizons
on the basis of a continuous pedotransfer function which in this case is a relation
between Ethoprop fixation and known soil characteristics (r2 = 0.86, n=15):
Era=\.2*OM+0.21*CJay

In which:

Eflx =
OM =
Clay =

Equation 2.3

potential Ethoprop fixation (mg/kg)
organic matter content (%)
clay content (%)

Both procedures yield Ethoprop fixation for each soil horizon. Potential Ethoprop
fixation in the soil matrix above the ground water table can now be calculated on the
basis of the Ethoprop fixation, bulk density and stoniness. When Ethoprop application
exceeds the potential fixation, Ethoprop leaching is certain to occur and the soil is
classified as "high risk". An admittedly arbitrary boundary is set for low risk soils,
when potential Ethoprop fixation exceeds 20 times the application. Other boundaries
may be selected. The grouping of soil horizons into functional horizons and a pedo48
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Figure 2.11 A framework for a fast appraisal of the risk for pesticide leaching
transfer function to estimate Ethoprop fixation resulted in similar results presented in
Figure 2.10e. Organizations like the IUCN can use these data to differentiate banana
plantations, and areas within plantations, on the basis of biocide leaching.
Although the results of the different procedures vary as shown in Figure 2.10, similar
areas with high risk are identified. The equilibrium type model excluded the swamp
areas, which isidentified ashighrisk withtheother procedures. The class pedotransfer
function excluded the sloping areas, which are indicated to be low risk with the other
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procedures. All three procedures indicate the alluvial plains, which is the major
agricultural area, to have an intermediate risk for Ethoprop leaching.
Additional measurements
Typically, only a limited amount of measurements can be carried out. These
measurements can be for different units: mapping units, pedons, or soil horizons.
Mapping units
Atthemapping unitlevelbiocideconcentrations indrainage water from plantations
or watersheds (e.g.UNA, Rosales etal. 1992)canbemeasured. These data canbeused
to calibrate models and expert systems with which biocide leaching under alternative
forms ofmanagement canbeestimated. Additional measurements canbeplanned using
soil survey data. Which procedures are being followed strongly depends on users.
Because both biocide concentrations and discharges are often characterized by a peaky
variation, many samples may be necessary for one mapping unit to get insight in the
biocide leaching process. With limited resources, it may be necessary to select a
restricted number ofmapping units.For organizations likeCorbana only mapping units
wherebanana plantations occur areimportant. Forothers likethe Costa Rican Ministry
of Planning (Mideplan) all mapping units which are potentially suitable for banana
cultivation are important to decide on future expansion of banana plantations. In the
case of the Northern Atlantic Zone a selection of mapping units in which banana
plantations occur reduced the number of mapping units to be considered from 154 to
58, resulting in an approximate 60% reduction of sampling costs. If sampling of 58
mapping unitsstillexceedtheavailable funds, the mapping unitshavetobe generalized
by e.g. listing only the dominant soil type or by listing only soil types covering more
than a certain acreage. The number of mapping unitssuitable for banana production is
estimated at 71,although this depends on the criteria used.
Pedons
At the pedon level measurements are mainly based on leaching experiments with
lysimeters, which are carried out by e.g. Corbana. Due to the costs of the lysimeter
experiments only few measurements can be carried out. Again only the soil series
where bananas are actually found can be included in the analysis resulting in a
reduction from 75 to 37 soil series. Even lysimeter experiments for 37 soil series may
exceed the resources of most projects and, therefore, a selection or grouping of soil
series will be necessary. Using generalized functional soil types based on texture,
fertility and andic properties (Section 1.3), leaching experiments can be carried out for
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8 instead of 75 soil types. Projects may include replicates to identify the variation in
each of the soil groups allowing a check on the quality of the results.
Horizons
Atthehorizonlevel,measurements willbefocused onbiocide behaviourinthesoil
matrix e.g. adsorption and half life time. Soil adsorption can be measured for the soil
horizonsoftherelevant soilseries,orfor amorelimited number of functional horizons,
which are determined on the basis of texture and soil organic matter content and in
somecasesonmineralogy (toseparatehorizons withhigh contentsofallophanes, which
are likely to have significantly different adsorption characteristics). For the batch
experiment, the 291 soil horizons from 75 soil series in the Northern Atlantic Zone
were grouped into 16 different functional horizons on the basis of texture, organic
matter content and andic properties. For each of the functional horizons the Ethoprop
fixation was measured. Soil horizons that occur below the ground water table and Chorizonsthat donot allow watertransport areexcluded from themeasurements leaving
12 soil horizons to be sampled. 10 ml of a 226 ppm Ethoprop solution was added to
30 gof a 1:2 soil-water suspension. Thesoil samples werenot dried between sampling
and analysis to avoid irreversible drying effects. The soil moisture content was
determined on separate samples. The Ethoprop concentration in the solution was
measured after 30 minutes shaking. The Ethoprop fixation varied between 2% for a
sand C-horizon and 48% for a well developed andic epipedon.
Integration of different types of analysis
Thealternativetypesofanalysisandsampling schemesdonothavetobe separated.
Van Lanen et al. (1992) present a study where qualitative expert knowledge isused to
screen potential problem areas. For areas where the qualitative analysis doesnot yield
an answer, quantitative analysis may follow. This procedure may involve substantial
savings. As can be seen in Figure 2.10, most procedures predict high risks for about
5-35% of the study area. More complex modelling approaches (e.g. quantitative
mechanistic models) with the necessary sampling schemes, can be focused on these
areas or, depending on user objectives, on both high and intermediate risk areas.

2.2.3 The soil survey database
The 1:150,000 soil survey for the Northern Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica
(Wielemaker and Vogel 1993) has been carried out following the directives of Soil
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Survey Staff (1951). Based on anaerial photograph interpretation, 753delineated areas
were identified in the 5,450 km2 area, which were subsequently classified in terms of
154mapping units.Each mapping unit is described by one to five terrain units that are
unique combinations of soil series and phases (i.e. properties which are not included
in the description of the soil series like, for example, surface stoniness and slope). In
the study area, 75 different soil series were distinguished and described by 123
representative profiles.
Although the soil survey has been carried out according to standard concepts for
surveying and data were stored in a more or less standard database format for soil
survey data (see Section 2.1),users ofthedatabase werenot satisfied with the structure
and semantics of datastorage.Even though queries enabled userstoselect specific data
and to structure these data according to their needs,the database only provided data at
a single level of detail. The different procedures to estimate biocide leaching require,
however, data atdifferent levelsofdetail for each ofthe hierarchial levels.Onthebasis
of experiences in environmental modelling as illustrated in the previous section, the
database structure was adapted to make it more flexible and functional for a larger
group of users.
The new database structure (Figure 2.12) provides data at different hierarchical
levels:the mapping unit, the pedon, and the horizon level. Users at the farm level (e.g.
a plantation owner) or community level generally need information at the level
provided by the 1:150,000 soil survey. However, users working at the regional level
(e.g.planners from government agencies), request generalized data. Most users are not
familiar with the study area nor with soil science and, as a consequence, they are not
able to carry out these generalizations. Therefore, to increase the flexibility of the
database, decision rules were developed to allow generalization at each of the
hierarchical levels. No decision rule base was developed to generalize data belonging
to the terrain units due to lack of user interest.
Mapping unit
Mapping unit descriptions consist of soil associations and complexes as a
consequence of field variability and the 1:150,000scaleofthe soil map.Three decision
rules for the generalization of the mapping units were included: MU1) selection of the
dominant soil series inthe mapping unit, MU2) grouping mapping units with a similar
soil distribution, and MU3) generalizing the soil series. The latter isparticularly useful
when soil seriesthat characteristically occur together in an association or complex are
combined.
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Forthe Northern Atlantic Zone,MU1resulted ina reduction of 154to 64 mapping
units. A grouping of mapping units with similar soil distributions (MU2) resulted in 87
different mapping units. Generalizations of the soil series (see Section) will also result
in generalizations of the mapping units (MU3). The identification of 8 soil groups
(decision rule P2) resulted in 59 different mapping units, whereas a further
generalization in 4soil groups yielded 46 mapping units.The objectives and resources
of users determine which decision rule is the most appropriate for their particular
application.

traditionalsoilsurveydata

Rulebaseanddatageneralizations

delineatedareas
Dominantsoilseries
mappingunits

Generalsoil
association
Associationof
soilgroups

database
decisionrule

terrainunits

soilseries

soilhorizons

Subgroups

Greatgroups

Functionalsoil
groups(8)

Functionalsoil
groups(4)

Functional horizons
(agricultural,32)

Functionalhorizons
(agricultural, 16)

Functionalhorizons
(Physical)
Functionalhorizons
(Chemical)

Figure 2.12 Database structure for the soil and terrain database of the Northern
Atlantic Zone extended with a rule base for generalizations
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Pedon
At the pedon level two generalizations were included: PI) according to the
hierarchy given by Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff 1994), and P2) on the basis of
the agricultural potential of the soil series. Using Soil Taxonomy, the 75 soil series
were classified in terms of 40 subgroups, 18great groups, 10suborders, and 5orders.
Although thehierarchy givenby SoilTaxonomy maybeuseful for specific pedological
studies, users from other disciplines than soil science prefer a generalization on more
functional criteria. For applications within the AZP, the soil series were grouped in 8
functional soil groups with a similar agricultural potential (See Section 1.3). A further
generalization on the basis of soil fertility and drainage took place resulting in 4 soil
groups. The latter is often used in combination with the Costa Rican system for land
evaluation (SEPSA 1992), which is obligatory for legal transactions involving e.g.
credit and subsidies. For Corbana the number of soil series coincides with the number
of measurements. Reductions in the number of soil series will substantially reduce
costs.
Horizons
Soil horizons are normally described as specific soil layers, occurring in a soil
series. The 75 different soil series identified in the Northern Atlantic Zone were
described with, on average,three different horizons resulting ina total of 291 different
soil horizons. Many of these soil horizons had similar soil physical, chemical and
mineralogical properties.Agrouping ofthesoilhorizonsbased ontheirtexture, fertility
and mineralogy (HI) resulted in 32 functional horizons. Specifically for biocide
leaching, these functional horizons were generalized on the basis of texture, organic
matter and andic properties in 16functional horizons. To provide functional horizons
for other studies, functional horizons were also defined on the basis of soil physical
propertiesand soil chemical properties (H2),resulting in 11and 13functional horizons
respectively.
Generalizations at low hierarchical levels, such as the soil horizon, are likely to
have implications at higher hierarchical levels as was illustrated for the effect of
defining soil groups onthenumber ofmapping units.Similarly, a generalization of soil
horizons in soil physical functional horizons will result in different soil series with
identical functional horizons. Including the full description of 32 functional horizons
and their respective depths will reduce the number of "functional soil series" from 75
to 65. Only considering the sequence of functional horizons without their respective
depths will even further reduce the number of "functional soil series" to 48.
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In many cases data requirements can be fulfilled by querying the database, when
thesetupofthedatabasestructurefollowssome general ruleslikenormalization. Expert
knowledge,however, isrequired todeterminethedecision rulesfor the generalizations.
Many users of the soil survey database, are not soil scientist and are not able to carry
out such generalizations, which can be done best by the original surveyor. The final
product of the soil survey should, therefore, include a rule base for generalizations at
each hierarchical level as discussed in this chapter. The rule base is a formalisation of
thesurveyorsknowledge. Duetothemultifaceted nature ofmapping units,pedons,and
horizons the rule base for generalizations are often not in a strict hierarchy with
PARTOF relations as e.g. proposed by Molenaar (1993) who ranks spatial objects in
terms of classes and superclasses. Although the hierarchy may be useful for one
specific decision rule, each decision rule will have its specific hierarchy resulting in,
for example, soil physical functional horizons for water balances and soil chemical
functional horizons for biocide adsorption.

2.3

Considerations for the setup and use of a soil information system

Typically, small scale soil surveys yield soil associations. Although database
structures become complex dueto associations and complexes,a widerange of queries
ispossible. Special attention is needed for the development of database structures and
queries.Althoughstillproblemsexist withthepresentation ofthecomplex objects,they
are valuable supplements tothe database and good indicators for thespatial variability.
For the creation of efficient databases a five step approach is proposed. The steps
include the analysis of the data and the development of a data model, an inventory of
alternative database structures, an inventory of possible queries, and the analysis and
selection ofadatabase structure.Thisframework wasuseful for thedevelopment of the
database structure at the Atlantic Zone Programme.
Database structures can be developed through a sequence of problem analysis,
definition ofdatarequirements,anddatabasestructuring.Althoughgeneral informationtheory provides general rules for the setup of database structures, the use of the
database will determine the efficiency of these structures. Structuring the database
requires a thorough analysis of user requirements to develop the appropriate structure
and the associated decision rules.
The presented multi-level soil information system is based on a general database
structure for attribute data and a rule-base containing the decision rules for the
generalizations at each ofthehierarchical levels.Although general theories canbeused
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for the structuring of the database, including normalisation and hierarchical
classification structures,usersrequiretherulebasetoallowoperational generalizations.
Most users are not able to generalize data on the basis of their limited regional or
disciplinary knowledge.
Available soil data enable a screening for potential hazard areas, a good planning
of sampling schemes and simple modelling. This may significantly reduce costs by
avoiding expensive measurements or model calculations for areas that can already be
classified as being highly susceptible using simple procedures and available data.
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This Chapter is based on the following publication:
Stoorvogel, J.J.,and L.O.Fresco, 1995.Quantification of landuse dynamics,anillustration from
Costa Rica. Submitted to LandDegradation and Rehabilitation.

Temporal analysis of information

3.1

Land use dynamics

Land degradation isoften initiated by changes in land cover resulting from human
land use rather than natural change. Changes in land use are, therefore, increasingly
seen as an important issue at global as well as regional scales (Turner et al. 1994).
Studies of land cover conversion - i.e. the change from one cover class to another - as
well as land cover modification -i.e. changes within a given land cover class -are now
carried out in many areas (e.g. Brouwer and Chadwick 1991,Houghton et al. 1991,
Reiners etal. 1994, Garrity and Agustin 1995).Nevertheless,many aspects of land use
changes remain poorly understood, although knowledge of the bio-physical drivers of
land use,based on well-known methods from land evaluation (Van Diepen etal. 1991)
is much more developed than that of socio-economic drivers (Bilsborrow and OkothOgendo 1992, Veldkamp and Fresco 1995). In particular, adequate indicators to
quantify land use dynamics - i.e. land cover conversion and modification over time are hardly available. As a result it becomes very difficult to compare rates of change
between different areas and periods.
Fortunately, aerial photographs, satellite imagary and GIS now enable more
frequent inventories and bring the analysis of land use within reach of many
researchers. In view of the surging interest in spatial and temporal analysis in GIS
(Fortheringham and Rogerson 1994), it is all the more surprising that little or no work
has been done thusfar on land use dynamics indicators.

3.2

Indicators for land use dynamics

Based on a case study in Costa Rica, this chapter reviews an existing method of
dealing with temporal changes, elaborates two alternative methods and compares the
outputs. The three methods are as follows:
1.Asingle-timeanalysisofspatial patternsbased onqualitativeknowledge of temporal
patterns of land use evolution. This method is new, and has been included to
demonstrate the potential of a dynamic analysis based on a single data set.
2.A more or lessstandard approach using Markov chains,to describe the probabilities
of successive land use systems. This method is somewhat refined by including a
stratification with soil type as a probability modifier.
3. A new adaptation of the Markov chain method by including a geographical analysis
to relate changes in land use to probabilities based on the shape and size of polygons
and land use in neighbouring polygons. This method reflects the observations that (a)
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land cover conversion of an area often starts from adjacent areas, and (b) there is a
relationship between polygon shape and land (e.g.riverline forests) and between shape
and speed of conversion ("narrow strips" are "broken through" more frequently).
Thethree methods are elaborated for a pilot area intheperhumid tropical lowlands
in the northeast of Costa Rica. Because of rapid rates of demographic and land cover
change in this region, the case study area provides an appropriate testing ground for
land use dynamics. Colonization in the area started approximately 100 years ago and
continues until present. As a result most of the primary forest has now disappeared.
Both land cover conversion and land cover modification through human land use
continuetotakeplace.Althoughseveralstudiestolandusedynamicshavebeen carried
out for the area, they were mainly focused on deforestation trends (Sader and Joyce
1988, Veldkamp etal. 1992).Thesuccessive colonization of theregion induced by the
construction of the railroad can be characterized by a number of typical land use
modifications:
Primary forest is converted into secondary forest and extensive agriculture. In the
present context extensive agriculture comprises patches of primary and secondary
forest in combination with extensively managed pastures for cattle breeding and
arable farming for home consumption (Sader and Joyce 1988).
After deforestation, infrastructure is improved and an intensification (in terms of
inputs per unit area and time) of agriculture takes place, coinciding with the
cultivation of annuals and perennials as cash crops.
On fertile, well drained soils, banana plantations are developed, partially directly
after deforestation, but mostly as conversions after pastures. More recently other
plantation crops like ornamental plants and palm heart {Bactris Gasipaes) have
been introduced.
Although these land use modifications in general terms are described in literature, the
process and the dynamics have never been quantified.
The study area comprises 2950 km2 for which aerial photographs at a scale of
1:60,000 are available for 1992. For a smaller area of 150 km2, aerial photographs at
scales of 1:60,000 and more detailed, with approximately 10year intervals have been
used (1948/1952, 1960, 1973, 1984, 1992) to draw five sets of land use maps. Neither
for 1948 nor for 1952 a full coverage of the study area was available. Therefore, a
combined interpretation was made, hereafter referred to as 1950. Ground truthing has
been carried out in 1992, to verify the 1992 photo interpretation. The classification
procedure developed for 1992 has been used to interpret the photographs of the
previous years. A 1992 Landsat TM image was available for the Atlantic Zone to
determine the colonization frontier in the areas outside the study area. The 1:150,000
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soil information system asdescribed in Chapter 2wasused toderive soil data. All data
were processed using PC Arc/Info version 3.4.2.

3.2.1 A single-time analysis of spatial patterns
If only a single set of land use data is available, which is often the case in
developing countries, it is normally impossible to draw any conclusions on temporal
dynamics. However, if qualitative knowledge on land use evolution isavailable it may
be combined with the land use data set, in order to derive insight in the evolution of
spatial patterns. In the study area, the geographical position between the old railroad
and the actual deforestation frontier is related to the earliness of colonization, and in
particular land cover conversion from forest cover.Thus,allgeographicpositionsinthe
area canbe related toa certain stage inthe landusesequence starting from the earliest,
i.e. closest to the railroad. By interpreting the spatial pattern as a chronological
sequence, land use patterns in time may be deducted. However, this pattern may be
modified by soil type and other physical parameters (e.g. altitude and slope). These
modifications can be studied by stratifying the area on the basis of these parameters.
Calculation procedure
The study area comprises two main agro-ecological zones, a mountainous area in
the south and large alluvial plains in the north (Figure 1.2). The mountainous area
includes the footslopes of the Cordillera de Talamanca and the Cordillera Central and
thehigher part ofthealluvial fans.Theplainsincludethelower part ofthealluvial fans
and the large alluvial plain with some remnants of older mudflows and some
Pleistocenic volcanic cones. The railroad, which was the starting point of the
colonization of the Atlantic Zone, has been constructed on the limit of the two areas.
The actual deforestation frontier in the north was identified on the 1992 aerial
photographs. The northern part of the Atlantic Zone is not included in the study area
due to the lack of aerial photographs. Nevertheless, to determine the location of the
colonization zones in the study area, it is necessary to know the location of the
deforestation frontier. Thefrontier wasidentified onthebasisofsatelliteimagery (1991
Landsat TM).
Assuming linearity in the colonization pattern between the railroad and the
deforestation frontier, 8zones (Nl to N8) were identified between the railroad and the
actual colonization frontier in the alluvial plains. South of the railroad, in the
mountainous area, the colonization frontier is closer to the railroad and 4 zones (S1 to
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S4) were identified. Because the colonization zones do not represent equidistant zones
around the railroad, the area between the railroad and colonization frontier was
subdivided in zonesthat were characterized by a specific ratio between the distance to
the railroad and the distance to the colonization frontier. The colonization zones vary
in width between 1.5 km in theeastto 5kminthe west (where colonization took place
more rapidly).
The soilmap hasbeen generalized intofour main soil groups: (i) welldrained soils
with a relatively high soil fertility, (ii) poorly drained soils with a relatively high soil
fertility, (iii) the well drained soils with a relatively low soil fertility, and (iv) the peat
soils in the swamps. These soil groups can be classified according to Soil Taxonomy
(Soil Survey Staff 1994) as (i) Andic Eutropept and Typic Udivitrand, (ii) Aquandic
Tropaquept, (iii) Oxic and Andic Humitropept, and (iv) Histosols. The peat soils only
occupy a very small area in the colonized area and were excluded from the analysis.
Inpart,thepoorly drained soils are artificially drained and as consequent similar to the
fertile, well drained soils.
The 1992landusemap wasgeneralized intofivebroad land covertypes:forest (F),
extensive agriculture (Ex), pastures (Pa), mixed cropping (Mi) and plantations (PI).
Both thesoilmap and land usemap are characterized by many complex mapping units
representing combinations of different soils and land use. Due to the scale of the
original data, spatial desaggregation of soil or land use is impossible. For soils, the
dominant soiltypein each ofthemapping unitsisconsidered asbeing thedriving force
behind land use changes. For land use this resulted in general classes of land use
associations.
Thecolonization zonesareprojected on anoverlay ofthesoilmapand theland use
map, and consequently land use in each of the zones was determined.
Results
Figure 3.1 presents the 1992 land cover map created for the study area. The
subdivision in colonization areas is presented in Figure 3.2. The overlay of the land
cover map, the soil map (Figure 1.3) and the colonization areas resulted in the
percentage area coverage of the five broad land cover types for three major soil groups
as a function of the geographic position (colonization zones) (Figure 3.3).
It can be observed that the fertile well drained soils in the plains are rapidly
deforested after colonization and replaced by extensive agriculture. Extensive
agriculture is slowly replaced by plantations and pastures. In the mountainous areas
deforestation seems to proceed at slower rates, probably due to the sloping landforms
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andpossibly accessibility. Coinciding withthedeforestation, theareaunder plantations,
mixed cropping and pastures slowly expands.
On the fertile, poorly drained soils, land cover modifications are less pronounced.
The importance of plantations (up to 90% in N3) on these soils is striking. Because
deep artificial drainage is standard practice in the plantations, water excess is not a
severe limitation. In addition, plantations require large areas (at least 100 ha) that are
united. The fertile well drained soils are all developed and hard to obtain, whereas the
poorly drained soils are mostly under pasture and extensively used. In the southern
mountainous areas, fertile, poorly drained soils are almost absent.
Infertile, well drained soils are dominated by extensive agriculture in recently
colonized areas in the north (N5-N8). Extensive agriculture is mostly replaced by
pastures intheolder colonized areas (N1-N2)around therailroad. Southofthe railroad,
in the mountainous areas, considerable forest cover (almost 50% of the area) is still
found.
The results show that the temporal sequence of land cover transformation and
modification through human land use can be deducted from the actual spatial
distribution in relation to the railroad and the deforestation frontier. Large differences
between the land use sequences on the different soils are seen, indicating the
importance of such a stratification parameter.

3.2.2 Standard Markov chains with a soil type modifier
If the distribution of land use is known for more than one year, atransition matrix
may be established. Thistransition matrix isused for the calculation of probabilities of
land use sequences or Markov chains (Cox and Miller 1965). At a detailed temporal
scale the sequences correspond to land cover modification or crop rotations (Jansen
1994) At a coarsertemporal scale,thesequences correspond toland cover conversions,
such as the conversion of forest to pasture or arable lands, and to larger time lags.
With relatively long time lags, several land use conversions can take place within
one time lag. Two sequences that at first sight look different may well be the same
when several modifications take place within one time lag. For example, both
sequences Forest-Pasture-Mixed and Forest-Extensive-Mixed can be found when the
actual sequence is Forest-Extensive-Pasture-Mixed, and land use modifications take
place fast compared to the temporal resolution.
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The analysis should be time-independent, i.e. sequences are the same starting at t,
or t2. This means that the sequence F-F-Ex-Pa equals F-Ex-Pa-Mi. For a single step
probability or with small time lags, this problem will not occur.
Markov chains are based on the calculation of the probability that one land cover
changes into another. In the modified Markov approach, soil types are introduced to
reflect the fact, that for biophysical reasons,land coversareclosely linked to soil types
(e.g. banana plantations occur only on fertile soils).
Calculation procedure
Firstly, five sets of aerial photographs (1950-1992) were interpreted using the
classification key developed for 1992.The interpretations was corrected geometrically
to a single geographic basis. An overlay of the five land use maps was produced
resulting in land use sequences for each of the newly created polygons. This resulted
in afour-dimensional transition matrix whereeach cell correspondsto thetotal acreage
of a certain land use sequence. For the study area, the time lags were relatively large
(approximately 10yearsteps).Duetotherelatively small area,thesampleof polygons
is relatively small. In combination with the large number of possible combinations,
almost each polygon yields an unique land use sequence. Therefore, the four samples,
representing the land use modifications in each of the time steps have been combined
yielding a single step Markov chains. As a result the analysis is time-independent:
differences between 1950 and 1960 are treated similar to differences between 19601973. A soil type modifier is included by projecting the overlay on the soil map.
Results
Figure 3.4 presents the 5 land cover maps for the study area. The single step
Markov chains (Table 3.1) indicatetheprobabilities for land cover conversions oneach
of the soil types. The diagonal represents the probability that no land cover
modification takes place in a ten-year interval. The generally low probability, around
0.5, indicates that the area ishighly dynamic. For example, it can be deducted that the
area under forest may reduce every decade with 54% on the fertile well drained soils,
rates that are also found by Sader and Joyce (1988) and Veldkamp et al. (1992). In
1950 almost 50% of the study area was under forest compared to 10% in 1992. The
fertile poorly drained soilsshowthelowest deforestation rate,probably duetotheir low
agricultural potential. As defined here the forest cover includes both primary (logged)
forest and secondary regrowth. This explains why conversions from other land covers
into a forest cover occur: these imply conversions into secondary forest types.
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Extensive agriculture is mostly converted intopastures and on the fertile soils into
plantations. Theareaunder a certain land cover doesnot influence theprobabilities for
land cover change. For instance, extensive agriculture is almost absent on the fertile
poorly drained soils, reducing significantly the value and accuracy of the probability
estimates for these soils. Only small differences occur between the soil types.
Conversion of any oftheland coversintoplantationsontheinfertile, welldrained soils
is unlikely. Generally, on the fertile, well drained soil the probabilities to convert any
of the land covers into mixed cropping or plantations is high, corresponding with the
observed trends in the study area.
Table 3.1
Soil

Probabilities for land cover changes in approximate 10 year time steps
per soil type
Fertile, well drained
F

E x Pa

Mi

Fertile, poorly drained
PI

F

E x Pa

M i PI

Infertile, w e l l drained
F

Ex

Pa

Mi

PI

Forest

0.46 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.13

0.56 0.09 0.16 0.08 O.ll

0.40 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.03

Ext. Agr.

0.11 0.47 0.08 0.15 0.19

0.12 0.43 0.09 0.18 0.18

0.10 0.34 0.38 0.16 0.02

Pasture

0.10 0.12 0.48 0.14 0.26

0.13 0.08 0.41 0.25 0.13

0.16 0.09 0.37 0.30 0.08

Mixed

0.04 0.03 O.2O O.» O.24

0.06 O.O4 O.I9 0.38 0.33

0.07 0.04 0.20 0.67 0.02

Plantation

0.05 o.io 0.27 0.12 0.36

0.13 0.07 0.26 0.19 0.36

.

.

.

.

.

3.2.3 Geo-referenced Markov chains
The sequences observed on the basis of the standard Markov chain analysis are
refined by introducing probabilities based on geometric and geographic position. The
geometric position reflects the size and shape of thepolygon -as expressed by surface
areaand an index value for the shape ofthe polygon. Generally, land cover conversion
starts at the polygon margins (Skole and Tucker 1993).
Calculation procedure
The calculation is based on four consecutive steps:
1) Similar to the standard Markov chains, the different aerial photographs are
interpreted and geometrically corrected.
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2)For each of thepolygonsthesurface areaand circonférence are provided by the GIS
package. Two additional parameters for shape and neighbouring land covers are
calculated.
- An index value representing the shape of the polygon is calculated:
S=4ir—
C2

In which:

Equation 3.1
S
A
C

=
=
=

index for shape
area of the polygon
circonférence of the polygon

The index value S ranges from 1 for circular polygons to approaching 0 for
extremely irregular shaped polygons and is independent of size. Polygons along
the border of the map are excluded from the analysis due to their unknown
shape.
- The length oftheboundariesbetweenthenthpolygonandeach of itsneighbours
is available in the line attribute table in PC Arc/Info. Land covers are ranked
according to the management intensity and the observed conversion sequence:
1) Primary forest, 2) Secondary forest, 3) Extensive agriculture, 4) Pasture, 5)
Mixed farming, and 6) Plantation. A boundary index N for the type of land use
in neighbouring polygons is calculated by multiplying the fraction of the
boundary with the corresponding rank number.
6
£^=1
In which:

Equation 3.2
N
f
Lu

=
=
=

boundary index
fraction of border neighbouring with Lu
land cover rank

The index value N will range between 1 when the polygon is completely
surrounded by forest to 6 when the polygon is surrounded with plantation. In
other words, the boundary index indicates the weighed average ranked land
cover of neighbouring polygons.
3) An overlay is created of the 5 different land use maps.
4) The land use modification between t, and t M is calculated and stratified for size,
shape and neighbour index. Depending on the size of the study area, the number of
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observation dates and the number of polygons, the size, shape index and neighbour
index can be stratified in anumber of classes. Although thenumber of observations in
the Costa Rican case study isrelatively high,the area for whichthe aerial photographs
were available issmall,especially when theoutside polygonshaveto beexcluded. For
illustrative purposes theeffect of thethree different parameters ispresented separately.
Table 3.2
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Probabilities for land cover changes stratified for polygons size, shape,
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Results
The results with separate stratifications for size, shape and neighbours of the
polygons are presented in Table 3.2.
The size of the polygons is classified in three groups, each with an approximately
equal number ofobservations.Thesizeofthepolygonssignificantly influences theland
cover modifications. This is clearly shown by the probability that the conversion of
forest will take place, which ranges from 0.57 for small polygons to 0.16 for the large
polygons. Similar results can be observed for extensive agriculture, pasture and
plantations.
Although the shape of a polygon theoretically influences the probabilities, the
results do not clearly confirm this effect. Nevertheless a slight positive relation can be
observed. Disturbances by other parameters like soil type and polygon size, for which
a clear relation has been found, may confound the influence of shape. A combined
analysis may be necessary, especially because there may be a relationship between
shape, land cover and soil type. Long narrow irregular shapes may, for instance,
correspond with riverline orswampforest onpoorly drained soils.Theshape,coverand
land use will be related to drainage patterns and relief.
Similar to the size and shape index, the boundary index has been classified into
three groups with equal numbers of polygons. Similar to the shape index no clear
relations can be found.

3.3

Discussion and applications of the different land use dynamics
indicators

Changes in land use and cover over time have been studied in three different
manners. The merits and drawbacks of the three methods may be formulated as
follows:
- Single time analysis:
The advantage of this method is that only one land use data set is necessary to
obtain results. A clear disadvantage is that it can only be used in areas for which
qualitative data on the colonization history are available. It is probably most suitable
to deal with land cover conversion rather than with land cover modification, such as
intensification - e.g. the change to high yielding varieties and use of higher inputs,
which are too detailed to be captured. In the single time analysis, even when good
insight in the colonization history does exist, supposed changes may actually involve
different developments (or land use sequences) at different locations in the same zone.
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Alternative approaches may be developed for other areas where clear spatial-temporal
patterns of land use exist in relation to e.g. urbanization, mining or tourist industry
developments.
- Classical Markov chains:
When more than one land useinventory isor canbe carried out,Markov chains are
an appropriate tool. The advantage above the singe time analysis is that for each
polygon land cover changes arequantified intime.It isdemonstrated that the inclusion
of a soil modifier is an important adaption in the standard Markov chain approach.
- Adapted Markov chains:
Indicators tobe combined with Markov chains are created by carrying out a spatial
pattern analysis of the polygons themselves and the neighbouring polygons (border
analysis). Combining the spatial pattern indicators with a stratification for soil type is
possible,although itrequires largedatasetstohavesufficient datafor each class.Inthat
case, the shape parameters should be determined before the overlay is made with the
soil survey.
There is no conclusive evidence that shape and neighbouring relations are related
with land cover change probabilities, although this may be likely on practical grounds
(e.g. Skole and Tucker 1993). This merits further study. In addition, there is an
increasing need for statistical analysis to support for example observed differences in
Markov chains or between maps. Recent reviews on this topic do not yield any
statistical test for this kind of analysis (see for example in Bailey 1994 and BonhamCarter 1994).
Thequantification oflandusedynamicsisessential in studiesof landuseand cover
change to assess the impact on land degradation or the feedback to climate change
models. This would improve the current approaches in land use inventory studies that
focus on spatial analysis but remain qualitative and do not allow a comparison with
other regions.
Theproposed indicatorsforthedescription of land usedynamicscan be determined
with standard GIS packages, although for the adapted Markov chains a vector based
system is preferable.
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The sections of this chapter are based on the following publications:
Section 4.1
Stoorvogel, J.J., 1995.Linking GIS and models: structures and operationalisation for
a Costa Rican case study. Netherlands JournalofAgricultural Science 43:19-29.
Section 4.2
Stoorvogel,J.J., 1993.Optimizing landusedistributiontominimize nutrient depletion:
a case study for the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica. Geoderma 60:277-292.
Section 4.3
Stoorvogel, J.J., 1994. Integration of computer-based models and tools to evaluate
alternative land usescenarios,aspartof anagricultural systems analysis. Agricultural
Systems: inpress.(InvitedpaperattheICASAsymposium'RoleofAgronomicmodels
in Interdisciplinary Research',Annual ASA meetings, 13-18November 1994,Seattle
(WA), USA. )
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4.1

Structures and operationalisation

4.1.1 The need to link GIS and models
Although GIS are powerful tools for the analysis of geo-information, commercial
GIS packages do not always meet the specific needs of users (O'Kelly 1994). User
requirements often comprise very specific disciplinary operations and user oriented
shells. To a limited extent, GIS software enables the development of applications that
may include (simple) models. Implementation of additional procedures into GIS
packages ormodifications of GISpackagesusually coincides withhigh costsduetothe
complexity of GIS software and additional modelling systems (Abel et al. 1994).
Therefore, GIS can be considered to be a closed system, i.e.no changes in the internal
schemes of the software can be made. Specific disciplinary analysis like crop growth
simulation need, therefore, external models, which work independently from the GIS
and perform the analysis which the GIS package is unable to handle. For
operationalisation, the GIS needs to be linked to these external models. Although the
necessity to link GIS withmodels isgenerally recognized, many practical problems are
known to occur (Burrough 1989, Abel et al. 1994). Part of the problems originate in
the incompatibility of data formats, data organization or semantics which respectively
requires reformatting, restructuring and data analysis before the GIS database can be
used in combination with external models.No GIS architecture has yetbeen developed
that conceptualizes thelinkbetween GISandexternalmodels.Atpresent,therefore, the
link between models and GIS is often established in an ad-hoc manner (e.g. Meijerink
1989, Steyaert and Goodchild 1994). Specially designed structures may facilitate this
link and can be included in the G1S for operationalisation.
In this section, the structure and operationalisation of the link between a LP model
and GIS as it is used in the USTED methodology is presented. The USTED
methodology (Uso Sostenible de Tierras en El Desarrollo; Sustainable Land Use in
Development) aims at the analysis of alternative land use scenarios. Using these land
usescenarios,theeffect ofagricultural policies canbeanalyzed. Themethodology uses
a LP model for the basic calculations, in combination with a GIS and crop growth
simulation models.
Although the structure is developed for a specific case, it can form the basis for
many different applications in whicha GISand external modelsarelinked as illustrated
in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
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4.1.2 À general structure for GIS-model linkage
Concepts
Large spatial databases areoften organized ina layered structure, where each layer
stores data on geographical features related to a specific theme and within a specific
geographic area (Frank and Mark 1991). In the present context, each layer is referred
to as a map. A GIS database from a land use planning project may thus contain layers
with data on soils, climate and land use. The geographical features in each of these
layers are polygons, which represent areas with a specific soil type, climate and land
use respectively. Combinations of layers can be analyzed through map overlays. Van
Oosterom (1990) indicates a hierarchical structure for the description of geographical
features (Figure 4.1). Each feature is characterized by spatial data and thematic
attributes, which are linked by an unique identifier. Spatial data are subdivided in
geometric data and topological data. The geometric data comprise information on the
position and shape of the features. Onthebasisof the geometric data of all the features
in one map, the topological data for the individual features can be determined which
indicatethespatialrelationships (e.g.connectivity and adjacency) betweenthe features.
Thethematic attributesinclude thecharacteristics ofthe geographical features (e.g.soil
type and soil properties for a mapping unit in a soil map).

Geometricdata
(position&shape)
Spatialdata
Topologicaldata
(e.g., adjacency)

Mapfeature
identifier
Thematicdata
(properties)

Figure 4.1

A hierarchical structure for data storage in a GIS (after Van Oosterom
1990)

A model is a formal relation between exogenous input parameters and derived
endogenous output parameters. Inthe case of e.g. a crop growth simulation model, the
exogenous input parameters comprise data on soil, crop and climate. On the basis of
these input data, the model calculates e.g. the expected crop yield, which is the
endogenous output parameter. Models, which are linked to a GIS, can use geometric,
topological and thematic attributes as exogenous parameters and calculate new
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geometric data and/or thematic attributes asendogenous parameters. Itisnot necessary
to import topological data in the GIS,asthey are a function of the geometric data and,
therefore, can be determined within the GIS.Variations in the type of model input and
output can vary considerably as shown in the following three examples:
- Crop growth simulation models can simulate the crop production for polygons
representing objects at different aggregation levels (e.g. field, farm, agro-ecological
zone) on the basis of climatic and pedological characteristics (e.g. Van Keulen and
Wolf 1986). For the simulation, thematic attributes for the different geographical
features (soil and climatic properties) are used. The simulated crop productions can be
linked as new thematic attributes to the spatial objects represented in the map.
- A model for the infestation of a crop with pests requires data for the specific field
which is being modelled (e.g.soil type, micro-climate). In addition, the occurrence of
the host plants in surrounding fields may influence the risk of infestation. Hence, the
input exists of topological data and thematic attributes of both the modelled and
neighbouring fields. Although the model input exists of both topological and thematic
attributes,the output only comprises thematic attributes, e.g. the risk for the infestation
of a specific field.
- Models which simulate three-dimensional processes like ground water-flows, need
spatial data (including geometric and topological data) as well as thematic attributes.
During three-dimensional modelling a new geometry will be created by changing the
geometry of existing objects and possibly the creation of new objects. When data are
stored in raster format, spatial objects are represented by a set of fields. The spatial
definition of the fields remains the same and, therefore, no changes in the geometry
take place. In the case of vector-based maps, the changes in the geometry will lead in
many cases to a new geometry. If the geometry changes, both geometric data and
thematic attributes will be imported and a new map will be created in the GIS.
However, if the geometry of the features is not altered, the model results can be
imported and added as thematic attributes to the original map from which the data
where exported.
Although models differ in their data requirements, they donot necessarily differ in
the type of data which need to be imported in the GIS. All three models illustrated in
the examples may yield only thematic attributes, which generally can be linked to an
existing map in the GIS.
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Structures to link a GIS with external models
When a GISis linked toanexternalmodel,the GIS providesthe input data and the
model subsequently determinesthe derived parametersfor the geographical features or
for themap,in cases wherethemodel changesthe geometry of theobjects. Afterwards
the GIS can be used to visualize and analyzethe model results. The link between GIS
and external models istwo-way and isprimarily based on data interchange. Figure 4.2
gives a general framework for the GIS-model interface, based on six main steps. In
most cases, available data in the GIS have to be translated to the specific input
parameters of the model (Step 1-2). The data are exported to the model (step 3), and

GIS

Figure 4.2
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A six step approach (indicated by the ovals) for the GIS-model interface
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after the model run (step 4),themodel outputs are imported in the GIS database (step
5). The GIS can subsequently visualize and analyze the model results (step 6). The
steps will be described and illustrated with an example for the link of a crop growth
simulation model with a GIS to calculate the regional distribution of potential
production.
Step 1 deals with the formulation of the geometric data. When the geographical
features are not yet defined, they have to be created on basis of one or several base
maps. Step 1results in a map with the proper geometry, i.e. the features are the basic
elementsfor themodel.Themap,however,may stilllacktheproper thematic attributes
necessary for the model. The geometry operations used to define the geographical
features include overlay operations for the combinations of maps but also buffer
operations to generate zones around geographical features within certain spatial
proximities, e.g. the area within a certain distance from a road, and the calculation of
slope and aspect on the basis of a digital elevation model. For crop growth simulation
models the map features should be characterized by a combination of soil type and
climate. An overlay of the soil map with the climatic map yields polygons with a
specific climate and soil.
In Step 2thethematic attributes for themap are determined. A number of attribute
operations, which may comprise mathematical and statistical calculations, have to be
performed toacquirethecorrect variables.Queriestothedatabasearenecessary for the
appropriate data structure. The result is a map with the appropriate map features and
thematic attributes.Inthe caseof the crop growth simulation model, queries can select
the required climatic and soil properties for the different polygons.
Step 3 deals with the export of geometric, topological and/or thematic attributes
from the GIS to the external model. In general, standard formats for data interchange
(e.g. "commaseparated value"files for thematic attributesand "digital line graph" files
for geometry data) can be used. A well structured data exchange will enable
automatization and thus operationalisation of the GIS-model interface. In the case of
a crop growth simulation model,the identifier of the geographical feature and different
climatic and soil properties are organized in a table and exported to the simulation
model.
Step 4 comprises the actual model run, where on basis of the exogenous
parameters,theendogenousparametersarecalculated. Depending onthetypeofmodel,
runs are carried out for the whole map or for the individual features. In the case of a
crop growth simulation model the simulation will be carried out for each individual
feature, or, if different features with the same thematic attributes occur, groups of
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features. During the model run the identifiers to the original geographical features
should be preserved to link the model results to the original map.
The results of the model are imported into the GIS in step 5. This is the reverse
procedure of step 3and inmost cases similar formats for data interchange canbe used.
If the geometry of the geographical features is not changed, the endogenous model
parameters become newthematic attributes for thefeatures of thebasemap.Inthe case
of models which change the geometry, a new map is created on thebasis of the model
outcome.
Finally, in step 6, the model results are further analyzed. Subsequently, the model
outcomemay beanalyzed intheGIS,through e.g. aggregation of geographical features
with similar model results, or overlays with other maps. In the case of alternative
production systems, the analysis may e.g. include a comparison with actual land use
and production levels.
The structure as presented in Figure 4.2 mainly comprises a series of consecutive
operations in the GIS environment, which is specific for each GIS-model link. Most
GIS packages enable the development of simple applications. Although in many cases
the models can not be defined in these applications, they can automate or support the
GIS-model interface, resulting in the operationalisation of a series of standard GIS
commands through a macro language.

4.1.3 The application of a GIS-model link
Land use scenarios can be analyzed by LP models (e.g. Schipper et al. 1995,
Veeneklaas 1990).Typically, GIS doesnot providetoolsfor LPand no commercial LP
software includes GIS facilities. Although LP models are not spatial (Chuvieco 1993),
they can be linked to a GIS to relate the analysis to certain geographical features (e.g.
farms, fields). The spatial presentation of the model results enables a quick
interpretation of the LP results and a spatial analysis.
The USTED methodology has been developed for the analysis of land use
scenarios. The LP model maximizes total net farm income for a sub-region (e.g.
settlement or municipality), through a simultaneous selection of alternative land use
systems for different farm types in the region. The farms are grouped into farm types
according to size and soil type distribution. Alternative land use scenarios represent
changes in the socio-economic or bio-physical environment of the region affecting the
goal function, the constraints, and/or the alternative activities (land use systems and
technologies, denominated LUSTs) of the LP model. The constraints indicate the
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availability ofresourceslikeland and labor, butmayalsocomprise restrictionsonother
parameters for e.g. sustainability. The USTED methodology is operationalized for the
Neguev settlement.
The link between LP model and GIS is established by the six step approach
presented in figure 4.2. The results are given in Figure 4.3a (Step 1-3) and 4.3b (Step
4-6).
Step 1: Two base maps, a 1:20,000 map of the farms (Anonymous 1981) and a soil
map at the same scale (De Bruin 1992), were combined by an overlay procedure to
yield a map with the farms and the soil limits. The thematic data of the map yield the
soil types and the size of each of the 307 farms.
Step 2:The thematic attributes of the combined map comprise the farm identifier and
a reference to a specific soil type. The LP model, however, does not deal with
individual farms but considers farm types. Consequently, a farm classification was
carried out by means of a cluster analysis (Schipper et al. 1995), resulting in five
different farm types, each with a specific size and soil type distribution.
Step 3: The input parameters for the LP model, comprising the number of farms in
each farm type and its average size and soil types, are exported to a file which can be
read by the model.
Step 4: During the optimization with the LP model, LUSTs are selected for the soil
types on each of the farm types. The selection of the LUSTs is based on the
maximisation of the total net farm income, given the constraints which are defined for
the model. The results of the LP model indicate the selected LUSTs for each soil type
on the different farm types.
Step 5: The output of the LP model presents the selected land use systems for the
different farm types.Thisdata islinked to the map withthe farm types, which wasthe
result of Step 2. For each of the polygons (defined on the basis of farm type and soil
type) the LP model can select several LUST. If more than one land use system is
selected, LUSTs with high labor requirements are considered to be cultivated closer to
theroadsthan crops witha low labor consumption. Usingseveral buffer operations,the
polygons of the map are subdivided in different zones, each between two distances to
the road. The land use systems can now be distributed over the polygons. On the basis
of the map with the optimal LUST distribution according to the scenario definition, a
quick interpretation can take place.
Step 6: The analysis of the results isuser dependent. Additional LUST characteristics
can be linked to the map (e.g. biocide use in Figure 4.3b). This enables a spatial
analysis of e.g. the sustainability of the scenario results. It may also yield data on
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Figure 4.3a The link between the GIS and the LP model for the Neguev case study,
step 1-4
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Figure 4.3 b The link between the GIS and the LP model for the Neguev case study,
step 4-6
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spatial concentrations of specific productions, which may beimportant for the planning
of specific services.
One of the advantages of scenario based studies as in the USTED methodology is
the interactive way users can analyze the effect of changes in the socio-economic and
the bio-physical environment on agricultural land use. Interactivity often results in a
large number of alternative model runs and, therefore, requires a rapid interpretation
of the results through the visualization of the scenario results and spatial analysis. The
link between the GIS and the LP model determines the degree of interactivity. In the
case of the Neguev settlement, the GIS allows for the development of applications
through a macro language. The different steps described above are included as an
application intheGIS.Therefore, althoughtheLPmodel isnotincluded withinthe GIS
software, a highly interactive procedure is developed.

4.1.4 The operationalisation of the GIS-niodel link
GIS can play an important role in land use planning (Sharifi 1992, Despotakis
1991) and assessment of environmental projects (Campbell et al. 1989). Many
applications need external modelling in combination with GIS. Nijkamp and Scholten
(1993) emphasize a consistent use of GIS and models. Although the use of GIS and
models for many applications is clear, linking is often a problem. Abel et al. (1994)
provide a general structure for systems integration. They stress the importance of user
interfaces for the GIS. However, with the use of commercial software packages, the
user is restricted to the tools that come along with the package and, therefore, in the
possibilities to link external models.
To avoid operational difficulties to implement specific disciplinary models in
commercial software packages,themodelscanbelinked totheGIS.Most GIS systems
allow for the development of applications through e.g. macro-languages and can thus
be used for simple models. The present Section shows the importance to focus the
applications on the link between models and GIS. This can easily be operationalized
for models which use topological and/or thematic attributes as input. In cases, where
the model uses and changes geometric data, the model internally will make use of a
GIS and integration may be necessary. The link between GIS and models of any kind
may be useful to extend the standard possibilities of a GIS with additional operations.
Thestructure for GIS-model linkage organizes the GIS-model interface in anumber of
relatively simple operations.
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The six-step structure for the link between GIS and external models is generally
applicable when users deal with one model and a GIS. In cases where additional
database systems are involved the structure becomes more complex and more specific.
Due to the clear definitions of the different steps, the structure can function as a good
basis for the development of applications. Specific requirements for the
operationalisation of the GIS-model link are:
- the availability of a GIS which allows for the development of applications,
- the availability of formats for data interchange which can be used by both GIS and
model, and,
- users, who are aware of the limitations and the assumptions of the different
procedures.
When these requirements are fulfilled, the operationalisation can be realized and in
most casesautomated. The efficiency of theoperationalisation depends strongly on the
number of user decisions which are necessary during the model run. Considering a
relatively simple model, which determines the endogenous parameters on the basis of
a set of exogenous parameters without any user decisions, the application can function
as a new command within the GIS environment. The user does not have to be aware
that an external model is being used. The risk of automatization of analysis and
applications isthat users unaware of the procedures may use the application as a black
box and for datasets outside the range of validation. When users are relatively
inexperienced with the models the link with GIS may besupported by a well designed
interface to clearly show the interaction instead of full automatization.

4.2

Integration of GIS and linear programming models to minimize
nutrient depletion

4.2.1 Land use planning on a sustainable basis
Land use planning is still too often seen as solely an optimization of agricultural
production (e.g. Cooke 1982, Faber 1986). However, in the last decades awareness of
sustainable agriculture is growing, demanding the development of techniques for land
use planning which take the sustainability of the production into account (Fournier
1989, Lélé 1991, Sharifi 1992, Fresco et al. 1990). Therefore, the matching process
between land units and land utilization types (FAO 1976) should not only take place
on the basis of potential production but also include the sustainable basis of that
production. One of many factors contributing to sustainable production is the soil
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nutrient balance, which, in a negative case, may lead to mining of the soil nutrient
stock. Although the separate techniques to assess the nutrient balance and to perform
land use planning are available, they are rarely combined into an operational method
for land use planning. This section shows the importance of integrating the nutrient
depletion in the land use planning procedure through a case study of the southern part
of the Neguev settlement in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica. Current land utilization
types have been redistributed over the area using a LP model, minimizing for the
nutrient depletion without leading to a reduction in yield.
The study area of 36 km2 is located in the southern part of the Neguev settlement
scheme in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica (see Section 1.2) Originally the Neguev
settlement was a large cattle ranch with some smaller parts under forest. Although the
settlement scheme was established a decade ago,pasture and to a smaller extent forest
still dominate land use in the area. Yet, smaller areas are presently cultivated with
maize, red pepper, tubers, coconut, cacao, plantain and fruit trees. The annual and
perennial cropsarescattered onsmallparcelsthroughout thearea.Forthepresent study
the semi-detailed land use map of the situation in 1987 (Overtoom et al. 1987) has
been used (Figure 1.7).
A semi-detailed soil map of the settlement originates from De Bruin (1992). The
soil map was generalized on the basis of soil fertility and drainage (Figure 1.5). The
infertile, welldrained soilsarefound onbothflat andslopingpositions.ThegroupSIW
istherefore subdivided in SIWf with slopes of lessthan 6% and SIWSwith slopes over
6%. The swamps (P) are excluded from the calculations as it isnot suitable for any of
the land utilization types. There is a small discrepancy concerning the distribution of
theswampsbetween thesoilmapand thelandutilization types.Within the calculations
the swamps of the land utilization map areused for the calculations. The partsthat are
classified as swamps onthe soilmap and not ontheland utilization map are dealt with
as soil type SFP. Table 4.1 presents the general characteristics of the different soils.

4.2.2 The calculation of the nutrient balance
Stoorvogel and Smaling (1991)developed anutrient balancemodel (NUTBAL) for
Sub-Saharan soils. This model is based on separate assessments for 5 input and 5
output factors. Input comprises the input of mineral (IN 1) and organic (IN 2)
fertilizers, wet and dry deposition (IN 3), nitrogen fixation (IN 4) and sedimentation
(IN 5). Output comprises the harvested product (OUT 1), removal of crop residues
(OUT 2),leaching (OUT 3),gaseous losses (OUT 4) and erosion (OUT 5).The model
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Area and average soil

Table 4.1
Soil
type

properties for the generalized soil groups

Area

Clay
Content

Organic
Matter

Total
P

Total
K

Exch.
K

Bulk
Density

Slope

km2

%

%

%

%

meq
lOOg1

g cm 3

%

SFW

5.3

10

4.4

0.3

1.6

1.6

0.7

1

0.15

SFP

1.4

31

4.3

0.3

1.4

1.4

0.9

0

0.00

SlWf

16.6

55

6.3

0.1

0.3

0.6

0.9

3

0.11

SIWs

10.2

55

6.3

0.1

0.3

0.6

0.9

15

0.11

P

3.0

Kfactor

not relevant —

[DeBruin 1992]

wasfurther elaborated by Smaling etal.(1992),whopresented amore detailed version
of NUTBAL (using the same input and output factors) for a high potential agricultural
area in Kenya. The latter has been calibrated for the study area using data from Costa
Rica. For the forest areas,aseparate assessment ismade based on the work carried out
by Parker (1985).
Forannual cropstheuseof mineral fertilizers (IN 1)iscommon intheNeguev area
(Brink 1988,Van de Berg and Droog 1992). Although the fertilizer recommendations
for thedifferent soilsvary considerably, nosignificant difference inactual fertilizer use
between the soil types can be found. Therefore, fertilizer use is set at a fixed input per
crop as presented in Table 4.2.
In the land use systems in the Neguev settlement no animal manure or any other
organic fertilizer isapplied. Forthegrasslandspart ofthenutrientsarereturned directly
by the manure of the grazing animals. In general, 90% of the nutrients which are
grazed return to the system in the form of excrements (IN 2) on pastures where the
animals remain on the field (Stoorvogel and Smaling 1991). However, the nutrients in
manure are subsequently exposed to an increased leaching and denitrification.
In humid regions with large quantities of rainfall, wet deposition (IN 3) normally
provides more nutrients than dry deposition. Consequently, the latter is not considered
inthepresent study. Although nutrient concentrations inrainfall arevery low,the large
amount of rainfall still provides a substantial amount of nutrients. Parker (1985) gives
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Table 4.2

Harvest for the main crops in relation to soil type and the crop residue
removal

LUT

Production kg ha

Fertilizer kg ha

yr-'

V

Harvest
index

SFW

SFP

srw r ,

N

P

K

%

Maize

2300

800

1200

67

0

0

15

Red pepper

650

250

350

30

20

8

30

Tubers

5000

1000

3000

0

0

0

10

Coconut

3200

1500

2200

0

0

0

-

Cacao

800

—

300

0

0

0

-

Plantain

8000

4000

3000

12

0

0

-

Fruit trees

11300

4000

6000

0

0

0

-

Pasture

5000

4500

3000

0

0

0

-

0

0

0

-

Intercropping
Plantain

4500

2200

1700

Cacao

400

—

150

[Brink 1988,MAG 1991, Van de Berg and Droog 1992, Van Sluis etal. 1987]

anaverage annual nutrient input for La Selva (50 km North East ofthe study area with
an average annual rainfall of 4007 mm) of 1.7 kg N ha"1, 0.17 kg P ha"1and 5.4 kgK
ha 1 . These values have been corrected to 1.5, 0.15 and 4.9 kg ha^yr"1 for N, P and K
respectively according to the difference in rainfall.
Biological nitrogen fixation (IN 4) occurs in living fences, which are found on all
fields in the Neguev, containing many leguminous trees like Erythrina spp. and
Gliricidia septum. The area under leguminous crops is negligible. In all the land use
types a fixed contribution of 5 kg N ha^yr"1 from the living fences and non-symbiotic
N-fixers was assumed (Stoorvogel and Smaling 1991).
A separate inventory of the land units was made to assess the nutrient input by
sedimentation (IN 5). All areas less than 5 meters above a major stream or 2 meters
above a minor stream are supposed to have a nutrient input by sedimentation. The
sediment input has been set at 500 kg ha'yr"1. The concentrations of N, P and K in
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fresh sediment wererespectively set at 0.1%, 0.15% and 0.8% (based onorganic matter
content and total P and K figures for 4 samples of fresh sediment in the region).
Harvest (OUT 1) estimates (Table 4.2) are based on interviews carried out in the
study area (Brink 1988,Van de Berg and Droog 1992) and on literature (MAG 1991).
For thepastures anestimate wasbased ontheaverage cattledensity (1.7headsha"1,De
Onoro 1990).The major part of the nutrients removed by grazing return to the system
as manure (IN 2). Nutrient concentrations (Table 4.3) in the harvested product are
based on the review by Stoorvogel and Smaling (1991).
Crop residue removal (OUT 2) only occurs for cassava, red pepper and maize on
a limited scale. Removal of wood from trees does not seem to form a substantial
amount of nutrient removal and is therefore omitted in the present study. Nutrient
concentrations in the crop residues (Table 4.3) are based on the review by Stoorvogel
and Smaling (1991).
Especially for the fertile soils, leaching (OUT 3) may be an important export of
nutrients. It is however a factor which is difficult to measure or to estimate. Leaching
of N is determined as in the Kenyan case (Smaling et al. 1992) by calculating the
amount ofmineralized nitrogenasafunction oftheorganicmatter content.The fraction
of mineralized nitrogen and fertilizer N which is leached is determined as a function
of the clay content. Thenitrogen mineralisation rate was set at 3%,which is relatively
low due to the complexes which occur between organic compounds and short-rangeorder material in these volcanic soils. The fraction of mineralized soil N and total
fertilizer N submitted to leaching was set at 40% for SFW, 30% for SIWf, 25% for
SIWS and 20% for SFP. P-leaching was omitted since P is very immobile in the soil
and most soils in the study area have a high P-fixation (70-100%) (De Bruin 1992).
Leaching of soil K and fertilizer Khas been determined as a function of exchangeable
K and clay content as shown in Table 4.4. A reduction of the calculated leaching by
15% is performed for land units with a slope gradient of more than 6% due to a
reduction of the infiltration by overland flow. Although the leaching sub-model is
originally developed for Kenya, the results were in agreement with limited data for
fertile soils presented by Rosales et al. (1992).
Denitrification (OUT 4) has been studied at La Selva experimental station (Keller
et al. 1991; Keller pers. comm. 1992). Their results show that denitrification varies
roughly between 4-10 kg ha"1 yr"1, depending on drainage and fertilizer applications.
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Table 4.3

Areas of the land utilization types and the nutrient concentrations in
harvested product and crop residues

LUT

Area

Harvested product (kg/ton)

Crop residues (kg/ton)

C-factor

N

P

K

N

P

Maize66

16.8

9.4

5.7

9.7

4.4

25.7

0.5

Red pepper 23

3.3

0.7

3.4

7.1

4.8

4.3

0.5

Tubers 36

4.2

1.1

5.1

3.4

2.1

1.7

0.3

Coconut 10

61.0

16.5

11.8

-

-

-

0.1

Cacao27

40.0

19.5

23.1

-

-

-

0.2

Plantain 30

0.7

0.1

3.8

1.2

0.3

7.1

0.2

Fruit trees 12

1.8

0.5

2.8

0.6

0.5

5.3

0.1

(ha)

K

Annuals

Perennials

Intercropping
see individual crops -

Plantain/cocoa 14
Pasture

2336

Forest

737

Swamps

250

Village

80

15.0

2.3

15.0

-

0.2
-

-

[Overtoom etal. 1987, Stoorvogel and Smaling 1991,ILACO 1981]

Table4.4

The fraction of exchangeable K and fertilizer K submitted to leaching
(in %)(based on Smaling etal.1992)
Clay content

Fertilizer K

Exchangeable K

SFW

10

40

0.9

SFP

31

30

0.9

SIWf

55

20

0.8

SIWS

55

15

0.7

Soil Type

90

0.01
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This corresponds with a yearly denitrification of 2% of all mineralized and fertilizer N
for the land unit SFW and 3% for the land units SFP, SIWf and SIWS. For the
calculation of the mineralized N again a yearly mineralization rate of soil organic
matter of 3% has been used (See OUT 3).
Erosion (OUT 5) isnot considered a serious problem and tolerable in the Atlantic
Zone of Costa Rica with soil losses of less than 10 tons ha"1 yr"1 (Dercksen 1991).
Nevertheless, Stoorvogel and Smaling (1991) indicated that even such low rates may
contribute significantly to the nutrient balance. To assess the erosion in the area the
universal soil loss equation (Wischmeier and Smith 1978) was used. The annual soil
loss wasestimated on the basis ofthe rainfall erosivity (R),the soil erodibility (K),the
topography (LS), land cover (C) and management (P). The rainfall erosivity has been
calculated for a number of weather stations around the study area by Vahrson (1991)
and was on average 741. The soil erodibility factors are determined with the
nomograph for estimation of soil erodibility (after Wischmeier et al. 1971) and given
in Table 4.2. Slope gradient has been set at 1% for the flat areas and at 8% for land
unit SIWS with a slope length of 100 m resulting in values for LS of 0.02 and 0.15
respectively. Land cover factors are presented in Table 4.3.The management factor is
set at 0.2 for SIWf flat areas and at 0.4 for land unit SIWS (according to FAO and
Senacsa 1989 cited by Sanchez and Alvarez 1991). The nutrient concentrations in the
eroded soilmaterial arederived from organic matter content, total Pandtotal K figures
from the topsoil and making a correction with an enrichment factor for the sediment
of 1.5 (Stocking 1984).
Forest covers 22% of the study area. Parker (1985) found for La Selva a negative
nutrient balance for nitrogen and a nearly neutral one for phosphorus and potassium.
The study by Parker did not include gaseous gains and losses of nitrogen resulting in
anincomplete nitrogenbalance.Thenitrogenbalanceistherefore setatequilibrium like
the balances for phosphorus and potassium. The extensive review on nutrient balances
for forested areas by Bruijnzeel (1990) supports the use of a neutral nutrient balance
for the forested area.

4.2.3 The linear programming model
LP models were originally developed for economic analysis (Hazell and Norton
1986). The models maximize or minimize a linear objective function subject to a set
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of constraints. Fu (1989) already indicated the possibility to use LP-models for the
combination of two goals: (i) maximum agricultural production and (ii) minimal
erosion. In the present study the distribution of land use was optimized to minimize
nutrient depletion with the agricultural production for the area defined within the
constraints. The variables in the constraint equations and in the objective function are
the areas of the different land use systems. The 4 land units (swamps were excluded)
under 9 different land utilization types result in atotal of 36land use systems and thus
36 variables. The first set of constraint equations is based on the total areas of the
different land units and land utilization types. There are 9 constraints on the total
production of the 9 land utilization types which are not allowed to decrease more than
5%. The objective function contains coefficients which are the quantities of nutrient
depletion for each land usesystem. Thesimplex method (Hazell and Norton 1986) was
used to calculate the solution of the model.
Two different scenarios were elaborated. The first one assumed that the land
utilization type may be located on every site excluding the swamps and within the
constraints on the total production of the land utilization types. The second scenario is
based on the actual location of the forest areas,by excluding them from the relocation
of the land utilization types over the area.
The link between NUTBAL and the LP-model
Themaps of land units and land utilization types have been stored in PC Arc/Info.
The nutrient depletion model and the LP-model were programmed in Turbo Pascal4
with a direct link to Arc/Info through the simple macro language provided by PC
Arc/Info. The integration of models and GIS results in an operational method.

4.2.4 The scenario results
The nutrient balance for 1984 land use is presented in Table 4.5 indicating a loss
of 22 kg N ha'yr', 5kgPha'yr ' and 13kg Kha'yr 1 - Duetothe large area of pasture
a relatively important input of manure can be observed. However, part of these
nutrients are subsequently removed by leaching and denitrification. Similar to the
studiesfor Sub-Saharan Africa and Kenya (Stoorvogel etal. 1992,Smaling etal. 1992)
erosion has a large impact on the nutrient balance.

Turbo Pascal is a registered trademark of Borland International Inc. Scotts Valley, CA, USA.
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Table 4.5
Nutrient

The nutrient balances for actual land use and optimized land use
scenarios (in kg ha"1)
In-1

In-2

In-3

In-4

In-5

Out-1

Out-2

Out-3

Out-4

Out-5

Total

Actual situation
N

1.6

19.2

1.5

3.9

0.0

-22.6

-0.1

-7.1

-6.9

-11.8

-22.0

P

0.1

2.9

0.2

0.0

0.1

-3.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

-3.9

-4.5

K

0.1

19.2

4.9

0.0

0.1

-22.1

-0.1

-5.7

0.0

-9.6

-12.8

First scenario
N

1.6

17.5

1.5

3.9

0.0

-23.1

-0.1

-6.9

-6.9

-5.3

-17.5

P

0.1

2.6

0.2

0.0

0.1

-3.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

-1.2

-2.2

K

0.1

17.5

4.9

0.0

0.1

-22.8

-0.1

-5.6

0.0

-3.5

-9.0

Second scenario
N

1.6

18.4

1.5

3.9

0.0

-24.3

-0.1

-7.1

-6.9

-6.1

-18.8

P

0.1

2.7

0.2

0.0

0.1

-4.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

-1.5

-2.7

K

0.1

18.4

4.9

0.0

0.1

-23.8

-0.1

-5.8

0.0

-3.8

-9.6

The first scenario (redistributing all land utilization types) shows a decrease of
nutrient depletion to a depletion of 18kg N ha'yr"1, 2 kg Pha_1yr* and 9 kg K ha'yr' 1
(Table 4.5). The annual and perennial crops are now concentrated on the fertile soils
(SFW) along the river and the forest areas on the slopes (Figure 4.4).Therefore, most
annualandperennial cropsshowanincreaseinproduction coinciding withthisdecrease
in nutrient depletion mainly due to a decrease in the erosion.
The second scenario with fixed location of the forest area results in a different
distribution of land use (Figure 4.5), but leads to an average nutrient balance which
almost equals the first scenario with a depletion of 19kg Nha'yr"1, 3kg Pha'yr"1 and
10kgKha'yr"1 (Table4.5).Again alltheannual and perennial cropsarereplaced from
the sloping areas (SIWJ to the fertile areas along the river. In contrast with the first
scenario the sloping areas are now under pasture.
The production of all annual and perennial crops is on average a 4% higher in the
scenarios compared to the actual situation. The production of the pasture is 2% lower.
Thisoriginatesfrom thegeneral redistribution ofalltheannual cropstowardsthe fertile
soils and, coinciding, of all the pastures to the soils with the low soil fertility.
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ffflffl Annual crops
| = | Perennial crops
p = | Intercropping
[Ml Pasture
^ g | Forest
Swamps
|

| Built up area

Figure 4.4 Thefirstscenario:redistributing allthe actual land utilization types

4.2.5 Thepossibilitiesofintegratingnutrientdepletionmodelsinlanduseanalysis
Theestimateddepletionratesarelikelytoresultinareductionofyieldsonashort
term. Leaching (OUT 1) and erosion (OUT 5) are the most important factors
determining thenegativenutrient balance.Thedecrease of nutrient depletionmaynot
only be established by changing the geographical distribution of the land utilization
types overthe different land unitsbut alsoby adapting the management system.This
study shows the decrease of nutrient depletion with a slight increase of agricultural
production.Therelocation oflandutilizationtypesresultsinandecreaseoferosionby
locatingforest (inthefirstscenario)andpasture(inthesecondscenario)onthesloping
areas. The lower depletion is mainly a result of the lower erosion rate. Additional
measures reducing erosion will decrease the depletion even further. Leaching and
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[fffffl Annual crops
| = | Perennial crops
^^

Intercropping

fTTTTI Pasture
Forest
Swamps
|

| Built up area

Figure4.5 Thesecondscenario:redistributingallactuallandutilizationtypesexcept
the forest areas
denitrification ontheotherhand are almost not changed bytherelocation of theland
utilization types,but canbereduced bymeasures like split fertilizer applications.
Although it isclearthat inreality land use cannotbeaseasilymanipulated asin
a GIS,this case showsthat techniques are available to incorporate nutrient depletion
models in land useplanning. The same technique canbe used to include other types
of models inplanning asFu (1989) showed inthe caseof anerosionmodel.
As shown by De Onoro (1990) most farms dohave annual crops. For successful
landuseplanning landuseshouldnotberedistributed overaregionbutonfarmlevel,
beingthelevelatwhichdecisionsaretaken.Thiswouldprovideagoodoptionforthe
individual farmers.
Forthe integration of the different models intoanoperational method a GISwith
goodlinkstothedifferent modelsisessential.Thestrengthofthemethodisthelinkage
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ofexistingtechniques which willbenecessary ina growing number ofcases whereone
model does not provide the solution.
In this case study the distribution of the land utilization types has been optimized
towards a minimum nutrient depletion. In practical situations it may be more realistic
to maximize the production of the area under restrictions of nutrient depletion. The
question now arises where one should putthe threshold value for nutrient depletion. In
general one can put the threshold asa percentage of the soil nutrient stock. Inthat case
two aspects should be put forward: the replenishment of soil nutrients through
weathering of soil material and ecological events like e.g. large scale inundations and
volcanic eruptions, which are not taken into consideration in IN 5 or IN 3. The
threshold valueshould not onlybeen taken into consideration during land use planning
but continue afterwards bymonitoring ofthesoilnutrient balance (Smaling and Fresco
1993).
As indicated by Smaling and Fresco (1993) a good calibration of NUTBAL
requires a serious investment. Nevertheless for a sustainable way of land use planning
it will be necessary. Fertilizer trials and erosion measurement become, even in
developing countries, more numerous and the combination of all existing information
may already provide an acceptable level of detail in the model.

4.3

GIS for agricultural planning

4.3.1 Integration of computer-based models and tools
Agricultural science developed alargevarietyof computer-based modelstobeused
for the characterization of agricultural systems, ranging from very simple expert
systemstocomplex deterministicmodels(e.g.BoumaandHoosbeek 1995).Inaddition
computer-based tools, such as a GIS, are needed for data manipulation and
georeferenced presentation. Each of these models and tools has its merits and
drawbacks, with which users have to cope. In many cases, relatively complex and
comprehensive models remain on the drawing board as data availability and field
variability prohibit their practical application. However, integration of existing models
and tools offers promising prospects for dealing with multifaceted and multidisciplinary problems. By integrating models and tools the drawbacks of some can be
compensated by the merits of others. In addition, extremely complex problems, which
can not be handled by a single model, can be tackled by an integrated set of tools.
Although integration a-priori may seem a logical development, problems are likely to
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arise during integration and operationalization. These problems originate in the
incompatibility of databases, software and, sometimes, even hardware (e.g. Abel et al.
1994).
Typically, the analysis and planning of agricultural land use was based on
techniques for land evaluation (FAO 1976) or farming systems analysis (Beets 1990).
Atthemoment,methodologies aredeveloped fortheanalysisoflandusescenarios(e.g.
WRR 1992;Van Keulen and Veeneklaas 1993).A land use scenarioisdefined asa set
of hypothesized changes in thesocio-economic and/or bio-physical environment. Land
use analysis focuses on the possible effects of these changes on crop and technology
choice (including the resulting consequences for the environment). Land use scenarios
canbeused fortheanalysisof "what-if"questionsofagricultural policiesand economic
incentives (e.g. what will happen when the prices of fertilizers are lowered by
subsidies). The scenarios are,typically, analyzed by an optimization model, which is,
in most cases, a LP model. The optimization model maximizes an objective function
by selecting LUSTs given a set of constraints which e.g. indicate resource availability.
The different methodologies for the analysis of land use scenarios serve different
objectives and work at different levels of detail (farm, region, nation). Therefore, they
vary in the procedures used. Data requirements for the analysis of land use scenarios
are similar to those of land evaluation and farming system analysis and mainly
comprise input/output type data on agricultural activities, and data on resource
availability (e.g. land, laborand capital).The activities, or LUSTs,aredescribed bysocalled input/output (I/O) coefficients defined in matrices. The available resources of
land, labor and capital are inventoried in a specific way for each methodology, which
mainly depends on the scale. Some methodologies include crop growth simulation and
expertsystemstodefine setsof crop-wisealternativeLUSTs,othersonlyinclude actual
LUSTs whichhavebeen found inaregion during farm surveys. Someofthe drawbacks
of LP models isthat they can not describe potential LUSTs and are not georeferenced.
To compensate for these drawbacks, the LP model can be combined with crop growth
simulation models and GIS respectively.
The integration of different models and tools into the USTED methodology is
mainly accomplished by establishing one common database in combination with a
custom-designed software package. Ultimately, the land use scenarios are aimed at the
evaluation of agricultural policies and economic incentives for a more sustainable
agricultural production. The methodology has been developed for the Neguev
settlement.
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4.3.2 The USTEDmethodology
The general structure of the USTED methodology is presented in Fig. 4.6. For
actualaswellasalternativeLUSTs,I/Omatricesaredescribed. TheactualLUSTsare
characterizedmainlyonthebasisoffarmsurveydata.AlternativeLUSTsareidentified
withthehelpof crop growth simulation modelsandbyexpert knowledge.Inthecase
ofmaizeacalibratedsimulationmodel(MACROS)wasavailable(JansenandSchipper
1995). For other crops, like cassava and palm heart, no calibrated crop growth
simulation model is available and expert knowledge is used. Expert knowledge
comprisesdata from expertsbut alsodata from farm surveys, wherequantitativedata
was collected on different management practices and yields. Expert knowledge
(including survey data) will probably remain an important data source as no
comprehensivemodelisavailabletoestimateoutputsonthebasisofcropmanagement
(including land preparation, fertilizer application and pestmanagement).
Attributedataarebased onsurveysandliteratureandcomprisee.g. dataonprices
and chemical compositions of inputsand outputs. OnthebasisoftheI/Odata for the
different LUSTs,and attribute data, the coefficients for the LP model are calculated.
In the USTED methodology, sustainability is included as a set of quantifiable,
operational parameters. In the case of the Neguev settlement, biocide use and soil
nutrient depletionareidentified astheprincipal constraintsonsustainability (Jansenet
al. 1995).Biocideuseisexpressed asanindex valueonthebasisofthe concentration
of active ingredients, their toxicity, and half life time, and is calculated for each
operation and summed for theLUST:
Opern
Bh Y, (AI*77*jHLT)
Operx
In which:
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BI
Operj =
AI
TI
HLT =

Equation 4.1
biocide index
operation number i
amount of active ingredient (kg/ha)
toxicity index (based on WHO classification)
half life time (days)
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Figure 4.6

Datasource

The structure of the USTED methodology

The nutrient balance isestimated onthe basis of separate assessments of 4 nutrient
inputs (mineral and organic fertilizers, wet deposition and N-fixation) and 4 nutrient
outputs (product, stover, gaseouses losses and leaching) by an adapted version of the
NUTBAL model (Section 4.2). Sedimentation and erosion are excluded from the
NUTBAL model because the LUST descriptions do not include slope and
sedimentation data. The scenario definition, i.e. the changes in the socio-economic
and/or bio-physical environment, are translated into changes in attribute data,
technologies (i.e. LUSTs), variables for the calculation of the I/O coefficients (e.g. the
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discount rate), and resource constraints. For specific scenarios, their definition may
imply additional constraints or changes inthe objective function for the LPmodel (e.g.
constraint onbiocide use).Although themethodology focuses on theregional level,the
individual farms are included as the final decision makers. To deal with the relatively
large number of farms in the settlement, a restricted number of farm types are defined
as farms of a similar size and with asimilar soil distribution. The geographical data for
the availability of soil resources are generated by the GIS (Figure 1.6). LUSTs are
combinations of soiltypes,cropsandtechnologies. Thisimpliesthat for eachsoiltype,
a set of LUSTs will be generated. The original soil map distinguishes 21 different soil
series, although part of these soil series are classified on the basis of soil genesis and
aresimilar intheir management. Tokeepthenumber ofLUSTs limited,threemain soil
groups are identified on the basis of drainage and inherent soil fertility.
The LP model maximizes the sum of the net farm incomes of the different farm
types subject to resource constraints regarding soil, labor, and capital availability for
the individual farm types, as well as constraints regarding labor availability within the
settlement (hired labormust equal off-farm labor) and employment possibilities outside
the settlement (Schipper et al. 1995). Net farm income equals the value of the
production, plus income from labor on (banana) plantations outside the settlement,
minus total production costs (including hired labor), and, therefore can be interpreted
as the net return to land and family labor. The results of the LP model are visualized
by the GIS.

4.3.3 Systems integration in USTED
The approach towards systems integration depends on itsobjectives. Procedures at
different levels of detail can be integrated to reduce data requirements (Bouma et al.
1993). At one level of detail, procedures can be integrated to deal with multidisciplinary problems, in which case different disciplinary models are integrated.
Operationalization of systems integration can be achieved with appropriate database
structures. The database structures can be jointly used by the different systems and
form thelinkbetweenthem. IntheUSTED methodology, agronomic,edaphologic,and
economicmodelsareintegratedtogether withdatabasemanagements systems (including
a GIS).
Typically, systems integration has to tackle problems related to incompatibilities
between different applications. These incompatibilities may originate from differences
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in database requirements and structures, softwares or hardwares. The USTED
methodology integrates computer applications by a common database and a special
software package whichadaptsthevariousdatabasestothespecific requirementsof the
different applications.
A common database
To avoid incompatibilities between the data used in the different procedures, one
common database should be generated, from which thedifferent procedures can derive
the basic data required. For the USTED methodology the database is split in four
groups. Geographical data are stored inthe GIS.A second database comprises data on
LUSTs, which isstored asan operation sequence and areference to a certain soil type.
The third database comprises the characteristics (e.g. prices and chemical
characteristics) of the different input and outputs (attribute data). The last database is
linked directly to the LP model and includes the availability of the non-geographical
resources (labor and capital). Standard identifiers are included for the different inputs
and outputs to allow referencing between the various data sets.
MODUS
Aspecialsoftware packagedenominated MODUS (MOdulesfor Data management
inUSted) isdeveloped to derive for each module theappropriate input parameters and
to read the output files from the different modules. MODUS reads the characteristics
of the different farms from the GIS and translates them to a constraint file for the LP
model. The data from the LUST files are combined with the attribute files to calculate
the I/O coefficients for the LP model. For the calculation of the sustainability
parameters, separate models are invoked. The scenario definition has to be translated
by the user into changes in attribute files (e.g. prices), variables in MODUS (e.g. the
discount rate) or into separate constraints which are added to the LP matrix (e.g.
limitations on biocide use).
After the optimisation withtheLPmodel, MODUS reads theresults and generates
reports and files for the GIS.The GIS enables a rapid interpretation by visualizing the
results.
It is important to distinguish between a modular methodology, which is the result
of the linkage of applications based on primarily data exchange, and a new overall
procedure. Full integration of databases and software will lead to the development of
anew,more complex procedure.Although integration isnecessary forthe development
of a rapid interactive procedure, such an overall procedure will reduce the
comprehension and overview for the users.It istherefore, likely to function as a black
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box. Different models and tools which are necessary for many multifaceted problems
often originate from specific disciplinary problems. It is, therefore, relatively easy to
develop one multi-disciplinary database on the basis of which each discipline will
develop their ownprocedures. Such amulti-disciplinary database cantherefore beused
in an integrated procedure which, compared to a new overall procedure, is relatively
transparent and user-friendly.

4.3.4 Alternative land use scenarios for the Neguev settlement using USTED
An infinitely large number of scenarios can be evaluated using the USTED
methodology. In this paper, three different sets of scenarios will be presented,
respectively dealing with biocide use, nutrient balances, and credit availability. The
basic settings for the LP model are presented in Table 4.6. A total of 122 LUSTs is
available for each of the farm types, comprising forest management systems for the
forest areas, and tree plantation, palm heart, cassava, maize, and pineapple for the
non-forest areas. The LP model maximizes the returns to land and family labor with
no restrictions on the sustainability parameters. The LP model selects maize on the
fertile, well drained soils, palm heart with some cassava on the infertile, well drained
soils, and cassava on the poorly drained soils (Table 4.7, Figure 4.7 US$ 75 / ha).
Biocide use
Alternative scenarios involving certain specific policy measures may be preceded
byanexplorative studyregarding thetechnical possibilities.Inthecaseof biocides,one
might study the negative effects on net farm income of a physical reduction in their
application. Three alternative scenarios with respectively 75%, 50% and 25% of the
maximum biocideuseatfarm level of thebasescenario are carried out (Table 4.7).For
each of the levels,net farm income is maximized and a new set of LUSTs is selected
for the different farm types. Although palm heart remains one of the major land uses,
changes in the cultivation of cassava and pastures will take place. Striking is the low
decrease in net income. This means that even with an on-average reduction of biocide
use (expressed by the biocide index) with 75%,net income only decreases 3%.Given
the restrictions of the methodology and compared with the base scenario, this would
indicate that farmers can decrease the use of biocides, without large losses in their net
income. They, however, should change the technology with which they cultivate their
crops.
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Table 4.6

Constraints for the Neguev settlement
Farm types

Region

FT-1

FT-2

FT-3

FT-4

FT-5

Number of farms

33

4

46

35

189

Fertile, well drained soil (ha/farm)

1.4

3.2

4.9

11.6

0.4

Infertile, well drained soil (ha/farm)

3.5

21.6

4.3

0.6

9.4

Fertile, poorly drained soil (ha/farm)

6.8

3.6

0.9

0.5

0.7

Forest (ha/farm)

3.9

3.7

3.5

1.3

2.7

2

2

2

2

2

1,178

2,408

1,013

1,058

982.5

Family labor units (1,485hours/yr)
Capital (US$/yr)

307

1

Plantation employment (days/yr)

5813

Constraint per month, slight deviations during the year are included

Table 4.7

The effect of restrictions on biocide use (areas of LUSTs in ha for the
total settlement)

Land utilization type

Soil type

Scenario
Base

Forest

Biocide constraint as
% of use in base
75%

50%

25%

857

857

857

857

Tree plantation

SFW

404

340

273

304

Palm heart

SFW

329

389

458

428

SIW

1774

1709

1671

1708

SFW

47

47

47

47

SIW

96

366

289

165

SFP

413

91

39

14

SFW

5

5

0

0

144

165

173

185

100%

99%

98%

97%

Cassava

Maize

Plantation labor (days per farm per year)
Net income (% of base)
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Nutrient depletion
Nutrient depletion will, at least in the long run, have negative effects on soil
resources and can therefore be regarded as a negative contribution to farm income
(Solorzano et al. 1991). Even though simple models are available to estimate soil
nutrient balances (Stoorvogel 1993B), it isstill difficult to estimate the direct financial
impact of nutrient depletion (partially as it depends on future land use).More difficult
yet is the estimation of the indirect impact on soil and ground water quality. Most
analyzes aimed at estimating such financial impacts are, therefore, based on arbitrary
nutrient depletionpenalties,often based onthecosttoreplacenutrientlosses.Minimum
values can be based on actual prices (US$ 0.45 / kg N, US$ 1.20 / P, and US$ 0.35 /
kg K for 1992), and approximations for fertilizer efficiencies (40% for N, 95% for P
and 60%for K).Inthiscontext, fertilizer efficiency isdefined asthepercentage which
of the fertilizer application which positively contributes to the soil nutrient stock. The
replacement costs for the Neguev settlement are estimated at US$ 1.36 / kg N, US$
1.55 / P, and US$ 0.74 / kg K. With the minimum replacement costs for nutrient
depletion the selected LUSTs only slightly vary with the base scenario (with a 4%
reduction infarm income).However, ifthecoststoreplacethelostnutrientsare higher,
larger changes in the selected LUSTs and net income take place (Table 4.8). In
addition, large changes in the average nutrient balance take place, with, at 8times the
minimum prices, nutrient balances which are almost in equilibrium. The changes in
nutrient balances partly originate in the selected crops, but also in the alternative
technologies which are chosen.
Capital
One of the main farm resources, and often the target of policy interventions, is
capital.Althoughlargedifferences occurbetweenfarms,theaveragecapital availability
isestimated at US$ 75 per ha per year, yielding thetotal capital availabilities per farm
as presented in Table 4.6. The effect on land use of lower (US$ 25 and US$ 50) and
higher (US$ 100and US$ 150) capital availability isdepicted in Table 4.9 and Figure
4.7. Even though changes in the selected LUSTs do take place, increases in capital
availability do not strongly influence net farm income. Different LUSTs are provided
to the optimization model which vary in the investment costs but vary relatively little
in the net return. Therefore the optimization model is not able to reach increase net
income, with more capital available. This indicates the importance to describe
alternative LUSTs.
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US$ 75 per ha

US$ 25 per ha

-RT

i H Maize
^J

Cassava

g g | Palm heart
% g g Pasture
giffl Tree plantation
fffffflForest

4 km

Figure 4.7

Land use distribution for different levelsof capital availability
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Table 4.8

The effect of incorporating nutrient depletion in net income on land use
in the Neguev (areas of LUSTs in ha for the total settlement)

Land utilization type Sc )il type

Scenarios
Number of times of actual prices for the
replacement of nutrients

Forest

1

2

4

8

857

857

857

857

Tree plantation

SFW

404

404

717

449

Palm heart

SFW

329

329

0

328

SIW

1775

1754

1698

271

SFW

47

47

86

0

SIW

246

368

98

288

SFP

242

118

70

0

SFW

5

5

0

0

156

165

215

208

Average N balance (kg/h a.yr)

-15.4

-15.3

-10.9

-0.7

Average P balance (kg/hi i,yr)

-0.2

-0.1

+0.9

-4.8

Average K balance (kg/ha,yr)

-11.2

-11.0

-8.1

-3.9

Net income

100%

96%

87%

85%

Cassava

Maize
Plantation labor (days)

4.3.5 The linkage of models and tools in USTED
An integration of different models and toolsasmodules in a methodology requires
an explicit description of the different assumptions of the individual modules to avoid
that the overall methodology functions as a black box. This offers a unique possibility
to integrate socio-economic factors with agro-ecological factors. Each of the modules
within the USTED methodology has a clear role: the LP model for the optimization,
crop growth simulation models and expert system for the description of LUSTs, a
nutrient balance model for the quantification of the corresponding sustainability
parameter, and the GIS for arapid and quick interpretation of theresults,as well as for
data storage. The models and tools can be developed and calibrated independently,
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Table4.9

The effect of capital availability on the selection of LUSTs (areas of
LUSTsinha for the settlement)

Land utilization type

Soil type

Forest

Capital availability (US$/ ha) scenarios
25

50

75

100

150

857

857

857

857

857

Tree plantation

SFW

481

640

404

229

24

Pasture

SFP

0

0

0

0

108

Palm heart

SIW

476

1215

1774

2140

1971

SFW

0

126

329

358

716

SIW

1087

513

96

57

227

SFP

263

411

413

250

51

SFW

0

0

47

187

22

SFW

308

33

5

0

0

187

180

144

113

128

77%

89%

100%

110%

113%

Cassava

Maize
Plantation labor (days)
Net income

and,therefore, amodularapproachisproposedtosystemsintegration.Thiswillenable
a clear and comprehensive development of the integrated methodology, avoiding an
integrationwhichresultsinonehighlycomplextoolthatismuchmoredifficult touse.
The operationalisation of the systems integration is thus mainly focused on data
interchange between individual models and tools. In USTED, a separate system
(MODUS) has been developed, to operationalise the overall integration. Typically, a
modular approachdealsvery well withmulti-disciplinary problems.Nevertheless,the
development of one overall database is extremely important.
Inmany cases, GIS enables a quick presentation of model results and, therefore,
in a rapid evaluation. The visualization of results may facilitate the communication
between disciplines and result in an interactive procedure.
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4.4

Considerations for the linkage of GIS and models

1. Integration of models and tools is able to deal with multifaceted (e.g. multidisciplinary) problems such as the analysis of land use scenarios, or to deal with
sustainability. On the basis of a combination of a common database and an
integrating software package, systems integration can be performed successfully.
2. The integration of applications is necessary for the development of an operational
methodology, which can be used in land use planning. For the evaluation of
agricultural policies and economic incentives, an interactive analysis of land use
scenarios isnecessary. The integration with a GIS enables a quick interpretation of
the results by the user, as well as a quick definition of alternative scenarios.
3. Amodular approachtosystems integration isproposed to keepthemiddle between
full integration and a loose set of procedures which is not operational. However,
this approach impliesthedevelopment of aprocedure which performs this systems
integration, combining the different modules.
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5.1

Land use analysis

Actual land use is the result of a long history of regional development. Driving
forces influencing land use may be internal, like the available natural resources, or
external, likeprices on the world market. The development of land-use canbe directed
by incentives and regulations. These incentives and regulations can vary widely (Lutz
and Daily 1991) but most of them have the same goal, to influence farmers' decisions
concerning land allocation and management. As planners are interested in the effects
of incentives and regulations on regional land use,they may define scenarios to study
their possible effects. Although several techniques such as crop growth simulation
models, GIS and LPmodelsareavailable tosupport theanalysis of scenarios,it isstill
very often the amount and quality of available data that limits the value of prognoses
of these scenarios.
The amount and type of data needed for land use analysis depends mainly on the
scale at which the study is carried out. But even at one specific scale level, the
complexity of the problem and the required level of detail of the results may
correspond with different data requirements (Figure 5.1). In this chapter the soil data
requirements arestudied. Instudies wherethecomplexity oftheproblem as wellasthe
required level of detail ofresultsare low,availablesoil survey datamay fulfill the data
need for the analysis. With increasing complexity and level of detail, additional data
are necessary. These additional data may be based on e.g. a simple batch experiment.
Complex problems and problems where a high level of detail is required need field
trials, such as fertilizer experiments, for the calibration of models or as independent
data sets. At a certain level of detail, problems become too complex or the level of
required detailis sohigh that thedatarequirements become out ofrange.Atthat point,
one has to change to a higher aggregation level or change the level of detail to answer
the problem appropriately. The complexity of the problem is often inherent to the
analysis. The required level of detail is often determined by the user, who defines the
problem.

5.2

Four practical cases

Four different case studies are elaborated: (i) the possibilities for maize cultivation
in the Atlantic Zone to be evaluated by a crop growth simulation model and a nutrient
depletion model, (ii) the risk for ground and surface water pollution in the Atlantic
Zone with a commonly used nematicide Ethoprop, (iii) the identification of
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Figure 5.1

The amount of data required for a study on the basis of the complexity
of the problem and the level of required detail

sustainability related problems of actual agricultural land use in the Atlantic Zone,and
iv) alternative land use scenarios for the Neguev settlement.
The four case studies originate from different user groups. A policy maker might
beworking on import and export regulations for maize,and isinterested inthe regional
production possibilities. The conservationist is worried about the contaminations of
ground and surface waters with Ethoprop, causing the death of a large number of fish.
Local government officials are interested inthesustainability of the agricultural sector.
The Ministry of Planning wants to analyze the regional effects of incentives. The
different scenarios all need soil data to express different land qualities but vary in
quantity and level of detail, which is the object of this chapter.

5.2.1 Possibilities for maize cultivation
To study the possibilities for maize cultivation, a two step approach can be
followed (Figure 5.2). In the first step, a qualitative land evaluation is used to screen
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for potential areas. In the second step, a more quantitative approach is followed to
estimate yield levels. A rapid assessment of soil suitability can be obtained by a
qualitative land evaluation. The accuracy of such a procedure is in most cases
unsatisfactory to advise a farmer, but may be sufficient to decide whether and where
detailed studies are worthwhile. This first step can be taken on the basis of a soil
survey. With additional data, like specific fertility analysis, a more quantitative
approach can be followed, which may include production assessments on the basis of
expertknowledge.Reliablequantitative assessmentsofproduction and itssustainability
can only be reached after field experiments and model calibration.
The qualitative evaluation to screen for potential production areas is based on
altitude,land coverand landuseand excludeshighaltitude areasand areas with natural
vegetation or plantations. In the potential areas the nutrient limited production is
estimated with QUEFTS (Quantitative Evaluation of the Fertility of Tropical Soils;
Janssen etal. 1989).QUEFTS canestimatethenutrient limited production ofmaize for
different land use systems and is calibrated on the basis of field trials for the local
conditions (Guiking et al. 1994).Twenty one relatively fertile, well drained soil types
are found in the potential areas. The topsoils in these soils were grouped into five
functional A-horizons. From the soil database the input parameters for QUEFTS (pHH 2 0, C-Kurmies, exchangeable K and P-Olsen) for the functional A-horizons were
determined. Production possibilities for three levels of fertilization were analyzed.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the results for non-fertilized maize. QUEFTS evaluates the soils
ontheirpresent nutritional status and doesnot include an analysis of the sustainability
of theproduction. Models like NUTDEP (see Section 4.2, Stoorvogel 1993B)enable an
additional evaluation of the nutrient balance of land use systems. Table 5.1 shows the
estimated averagenutrientbalancefor twopossiblelevelsoffertilization. Not onlydoes
fertilizer use reduce to a certain extent the loss of nutrients, it also increases the
production. However, for an equilibrium of the nutrient balance an integrated
management of the soil nutrient stock is necessary.
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Mappingunits

Excludedareas-

Highaltitude

Naturalvegetation

Plantations
Qualitativeanalysis
Potentialproductionareas

QUEFTS

<lton

1-2ton

2-3 ton

>3 ton

Quantitativeanalysis

Figure 5.2 Aproceduretoevaluatethepossibilitiesformaizecultivationinaregion
The two levels of detail at which the problem is analyzed include a general
inventoryandaquantitativeassessmentofproductivity,includingapossibleevaluation
of the sustainability of the production on the basis of the nutrient balance. The data
requirement for both levelsof detail canbe seen inFigure 5.4.Thequalitative study
(position 1)isbased onthe soil survey withaccompanying data, and the quantitative
study (position 2) on the basis of field trials, which were used for the calibration of
QUEFTS.Thecomplexity oftheproblemastreated by QUEFTSisrelatively low.
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Potential production areas
<1 ton maize per ha
1-2 ton maize per ha
2—3 ton maize per ha
>3 ton maize per ha

high altitude
natural vegetation
plantations

Figure 5.3 The productivity of non-fertilized maize in the Atlantic Zone of Costa
Rica (average per mapping unit)
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If the potential Ethoprop fixation (Eflx) exceeds twenty times a normal Ethoprop
application (E^) of 10 kg Ethoprop per ha, the soil is not considered to be prone to
Ethoprop leaching. The factor twenty is chosen arbitrarily on the basis of two
considerations. When Ethoprop is applied to the main crops in the Atlantic Zone the
application normally takes place close to banana and palm heart plants and isthus not
equally spread over the soil. Secondly it is known that water transport in most soils
does not take place uniformly but along preferential patterns of water flow (Bouma
1991). This indicates that fixation of Ethoprop may occur around these preferential
patterns of water flow and not in the complete soil matrix. For this exploratory study
the factor is set at twenty to be sure that only soils with no Ethoprop leaching are
selected. For soils where E ^ >Eflx Ethoprop leaching is almost certain to occur and
the soils are classified to be extremely susceptible. In soils where E,-,, >E w > 20E,-,,,
the present study considers the risk of Ethoprop leaching to be intermediate. Figure
2.10 indicates the relative hazard of Ethoprop leaching in the Atlantic Zone of Costa
Rica as based on the above procedure.
The contamination problem is a complex one, especially in a humid tropical
environment where few data on biocide behaviour are available. In the present case
study only a general overview of problem areas is required. The amount of necessary
data islimited to data available from existing soil survey and some additional data i.e.
Ethopropfixation estimates for themajor soil horizonsor functional horizons (Position
3, Figure 5.4).
If the level of required detail is higher and, for example, accurate assessments of
critical Ethoprop applications are required, quantitative simulation and further
measurements are inevitable. The problem then moves to position 4 in Figure 5.4,
where field trials are necessary to calibrate quantitative simulation on Ethoprop
behaviour in the soil.
The integration of qualitative and quantitative procedures are increasingly
propagated (Van Diepen et al. 1991,Reinds and Van Lanen 1992). If in the case of
Ethoprop leaching a high level of detail is required, the problem may be similarly
structured. Firstly, on the basis of existing data and few additional measurements an
inventory of problem areas is made. Secondly, in problem areas where the qualitative
procedure does not yield a clear answer on the extent of Ethoprop leaching, additional
data collection and quantitative modelling can take place.
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5.2.3 Sustainability indicators for actual land use
Agricultural land use analysis can, typically, only deal with a limited number of
sustainability indicators (Jansen et al. 1995). It is, therefore, extremely important that
the indicators areselected carefully. The sustainability of theagricultural sector of the
Atlantic Zone may be assessed on the basis of three indicators which can be evaluated
in sequence to obtain a general impression of sustainability problemsat regional level:
(i)nutrient depletion, (ii)degradation of soilphysical characteristics dueto compaction
and, finally, (iii) contamination of ground water and surface waters with biocides. The
basis for the analysis is the inventory of land use in land use zones (Huising 1993).
Studying sustainability on a regional level will be restricted to a general evaluation of
the different land use zones in terms of biocide leaching, the nutrient balance and a
degradation of soilphysical properties.Thesix generalized land usezonesfor thestudy
area (Figure 1.4) will be discussed in terms of their sustainability.
- Natural vegetation is normally considered to be the most sustainable land cover.
Nevertheless, it may be influenced by land use around it. An example would be the
contamination of ground and surface water draining inthe direction of the ecosystem.
As a result the biodiversity of the natural vegetation may be threatened.
- A colonization area is defined as an area where both natural vegetation and
agriculture are found and where the latter is gaining in importance. Agricultural land
use in these areas is normally extensive. However, some nutrient depletion, biocide
leaching and compaction may occur on the agricultural areas.
- Although in general grazing pressure in pastures of the Atlantic Zone is low,
compaction, resulting in a decrease of the infiltration capacity, is found in almost all
pastures (Spaans et al. 1989).
- Mixed agricultural use is found in the Neguev settlement for which the nutrient
balance was calculated (Stoorvogel 1993B). The net annual loss per ha was estimated
at 22 kg N, 5 kg P and 13kg K. It is likely that other areas with comparable land use
have similar depletion rates. Additionally, compaction will occur in the areas under
pasture.
- Annual crops had, in general, a higher loss of nutrients than pastures. Although
nutrient inputs and the technology level ishigher inthis land use zone, it is likely that
mining of the soil nutrient stock takes place.
- Plantations in the area have very high levels of fertilization, compensating
completely for nutrient losses (Stoorvogel 1993AB). However, they also use large
quantities of biocides, associated with a high risk of contamination.
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Figure5.5illustratestheresults.Thecomplexityofthisproblemismoderatelyhighdue
tothewidevarietyofaspectswhichareincluded.Theinventoryaspresentedabovehas
a very low level of detail and general knowledge on the basis of a soil and land use
inventory will be sufficient (Position 5, Figure 5.4) To come to relatively accurate
assessmentsfornutrientdepletion,compactionandbiocideleachingfieldtrialsandcase
studies will benecessary.

|

| Natural vegetation
Slight compaction and
nutrient depletion
Compaction
Compaction and nutrient
depletion
Nutrient depletion
Contamination

Figure 5.5
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5.2.4 The analysis of alternative land use scenarios
The recent literature on land evaluation includesseveral methodologies to evaluate
alternative land use scenarios on the basis of a LP model and a GIS. In the case of
Veeneklaas (1990) or Despotakis (1991), LP models are used for the analysis of
regional agro-technical possibilities, whereasforWRR (1992)similarobjectives played
a role at the supra-national level. In both studies the farming systems were not taken
into account and the analysis is focused on agro-technical possibilities. The USTED
methodology presented in Section 4.3 is focused on the analysis of the effects of
incentives and regulations including their effect on the natural resources.
USTED providespossibilitiesto evaluate landusescenariosatasub-regional level,
wheretheregion isnottreated asonefarm, but differences betweenfarms are included.
However, it should be realized that only one overall goal function is maximized,
namely the total net income for the sub-region, which isthe sum of the net incomes of
the individual farm types. Lower net incomes for one farm type may occur when the
farm income of others increases. The farm level is included in the regional level with
a number of regional constraints which include total labor availability and possibilities
for off-farm work.
Objectives of the methodology are similar to those of many land use planners.
Limitations,however, occur due tothe vast data collection efforts which are necessary
and the expert knowledge required to interpret the results. The methodology does not
give one simple answer to its user, but rather provides for the possibility to evaluate
scenarios of which the results have to be analyzed. The assumptions and limitations of
themethodology should alwaysbekept inmind during interpretation oftheresults.For
example, in the case of extremely high productions of one product, its price can be
expected to decrease. However, this would be in contrast with the assumption that
prices are fixed. With increasing importance of a (sub)region in the market-share of
agricultural products, it becomes more important to evaluate the effects of this
assumption.
Although theUSTED methodology wasdeveloped by a multi-disciplinary team of
researchers without a demand from potential users, it isa potentially useful instrument
for any organization dealing with land use planning. Even though USTED in itself is
not a planning tool, it supports agricultural planning. Possible users within the Costa
Rican context include the following:
(1) In the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica, the Costa Rican Institute for Agricultural
Development (IDA) manages and distributes land inagricultural settlements, including
the Neguev settlement, which has figured as the case study for the USTED
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methodology. Critics of IDA argue that, as most of the agricultural settlements are
located on infertile soils with inadequate farm sizes, farming has a low potential. This
issupposedly oneof themain reasons why farmers selltheir land or start working offfarm. IDA provides support to the farmers by training, extension, credit and legal
advice (De Vries, 1992). The USTED methodology may help to determine more
specifically how the extension and credit can be directed. In addition it may indicate
the productive potential of a certain settlement.
(2)Disciplinary studiesmayyield dataonalternative management practicesto increase
the sustainability of agricultural production. Such studies,however, typically lack data
to evaluate the practices in a regional context and as a consequence, are unable to
determine the potential for adoption of alternative practices. In the USTED
methodology, alternative practices may be translated in alternative LUSTs and be
evaluated for different farm types.
(3) Lutz and Daily (1991) identified a large number of possible incentives and
regulations which might affect land use in Costa Rica. The effect on agricultural land
use of these policy incentives may be evaluated with the USTED methodology.
Schipper et al. (1995), for example, analyze the effect of increasing prices of biocides
on their use in the Neguev settlement. Toquantify and evaluate the effect of this kind
of measures, USTED may be a useful tool.
Likeany analysis oftheagricultural sector,USTED requires aconsiderable amount
of data at farm, sub-regional and regional level. Local institutes may not have the
necessary resources to collect the data needed. Existing data, however, may provide at
leastpart ofthenecessary database.Minimum dataneeds for theUSTED methodology
are:
A general purpose soil survey. At the farm level most farmers have insight in the
general geographic distribution of themain soiltypes.Atthe sub-regional level the
required semi-detailed soil map may be available, for example in cases of
agricultural settlements, and irrigation schemes.
Numbers, sizes and soil types of farms.
Quantitative descriptions of theprincipal LUSTs in the area and the corresponding
attribute database.
Insight in the farming systems, for example data on labor availability.
Data on the region for detailed descriptions of the constraints and the alternative
land use scenarios.
Insight in a number of sustainability parameters toenable a quantification of these
parameters for each of the LUSTs.
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The flows of (disciplinary) data into common inter disciplinary databases is
regulated by MODUS (see Section 4.3), thereby integrating different disciplinary
models in the methodology.
For a full analysis of alternative land use scenarios, a large multi-disciplinary
database is required, including the descriptions of actual and alternative land use
systems and insight in the processes governing the sustainability indicators. Field
experiments will therefore be necessary and the data requirements can be found in
position 6 in Figure 5.4.

5.3

Data needs for land use analysis

Data needs for land use scenarios vary as a consequence of the complexity of the
problem and the level of detail required for the results. The latter mainly depends on
the objectives of the users as shown by the different examples. General inventory
studies for government planning may require a relatively low level of detail. On the
other hand, agricultural extensionists require a high level of detail to allow accurate
advise to farmers. Tools like GIS may facilitate general inventory studies so that they
become more valuable to studies where a high level of detail is required. Their main
value is that they may indicate the best strategy for additional data collection or field
trials (Van Lanen et al. 1992). The level of detail requested by users influences the
scale at which the study takes place. A combination of a high level of detail and a
complex problem may require a larger scale and, on the contrary, a very low level of
detail with a relatively simple problem can be evaluated at a smaller scale with less
data requirements. Next to the user, it is often the available data that determines the
scale of studies. In the case of the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica most data are available
at a scale of 1:100,000 and 1:150,000, leading almost automatically to the generation
of land use scenarios at the same scale.
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Conclusions

6.1

Future challenges

GIS technology is nowadays widely applied in various types of applications
(Bonham-Carter 1994,Worboys 1994,Fotheringham and Rogerson 1994,Michener et
al. 1994, etc.). An inventory of these applications shows that this technology is,
however, mostly applied in an ad hocmanner without a generally accepted theoretical
basis. This theoretical basis and a standardisation of disciplinary procedures is clearly
needed and can, in principle, be realized by applying GIS theory. Molenaar (1991)
already identified theneed for such a GIStheory, which comprisesbasic semantics and
definitions tobeused for quality control.Nevertheless,astandard theory still lacksand
general concepts presented in the eighties (e.g. Burrough 1986) still function as a
generaltheory.Doesthismeanthatthedevelopment of GIStechnology stagnated since
1986? Not really. The plethora of GIS related publications indicates that developments
continuebutthat GISrelated research issplitintotwoseparate groups.One group deals
withtheoretical concepts,andtheefficiency ofdatastorage (e.g.Egenhofer and Herring
1991, Kämpke 1994). The other applies GIS for their specific disciplinary problems
(e.g. Liff et al. 1994). The gap between the two groups needs to be closed before
standard disciplinary procedures can be developed that are supported by present
theoretical insights into GIS technology. Only then can GIS fully support agricultural
sciences in an efficient manner.
Soil science hastoinclude GIStechnology insurvey procedures asdefined by Soil
Survey Staff (1951) or in more recent updates. Procedures as presented in Chapter 2
for the storage of soil survey data, but also work by e.g. Burrough (1991) and Bregt
(1992) can form the basis for such adaptations. Standard procedures have to allow for
variations due to scale and objectives. Quality indicators for soil survey such as the
number of observations per square centimetre on the final soil map are useful, but GIS
technology enables us to include new kinds of indicators. At the same time, variety in
scales and applications most likely results inthe need to develop several standards. At
large scale applications, site-specific management and geo-statistics may play an
important role,whereasat small scalessatellite imagery and landscape stratification by
applying principles of geomorphology are more important.
Standard procedures for the inventory of land cover and land use may include the
development of a generally accepted classification system for land cover, farming
systems, and land use. On the basis of such a classification system, database structures
can be developed and inventories can be structured. Case studies as presented in
Chapter 3and procedures such asthe onesproposed by Huising (1993) (who combines
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Chapter 6

techniques like remote sensing and GIS are combined with field surveys), present a
starting point for the development of new methodology for land use inventories.
Increasingly, agricultural sciences will be confronted with problems for which
multi-disciplinary research teams will have to be formed. An example is the analysis
of alternative landusescenarios whichrequires theintegration of different disciplinary
models and databases (Section 4.3). Common concepts and definitions derived from
GIS theory will facilitate interchange of data among different disciplines. An
application-oriented approach in the development of geographic information theory is
neededtoachievearelevant and successful theory.Toolsfor systemsintegration where
GIS is used in combination with different simulation models or other non-spatial
database systems willbe increasingly important in the future. Only by development of
these tools, the development of huge, highly complex models can be avoided. These
complex models can only be understood, if that, by their original developers and,
therefore, often they are of limited applicability.
The procedures for applications need, for all practical purposes, to be based on
standard commercial software packages. At the same time,procedures should not stop
at creating a digital database, but should continuously reflect results of the ongoing
interaction with users. Thus, GIS is extended from computer-aided-mapping to a true
scientific tool, opening new and creative opportunities for research.
Quantitative parameters are needed for spatial analysis to improve the often
qualitative and subjective procedures to compare different maps. Spatial statistics to
check whether two maps are significantly different can only successfully be applied
when quantitative quality indicators are available for the individual maps.

6.2

General conclusions

1. The efficiency of attribute database structures largely depends on its future use.
Therefore, an inventory of queries and applications hasto precede the selection of
the database structure. Quantitative indicators like the number of files, number of
algorithmic steps for specific queries, and size of the database may help to
objectively select the most appropriate database structure. Typically, the original
surveyorpossessestheexpertknowledgeforgeneralizations whichareoften needed
when studying small-scale problems. However, users of the database who are
unfamiliar withthe data donot possess this expertise, even though they often have
tomakethese generalizations.Asaconsequence, generalpurposedatabases require
additional rules for generalizations to be created by the original surveyor.
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2. Few tools are available to describe temporal changes that have occurred when
mapping areas at different times. Markov chains and especially those stratified for
relevantdrivingforces maysupport thecomparison,bybeingused asa quantitative
parameter.
3. For the analysis of spatial data, GISsoftware canbe linked to disciplinary models,
as is demonstrated in this thesis. This enables the development of general-purpose
GIS-software for disciplinary applications. Most problems to be studied have,
however, an interdisciplinary character. A modular approach, linking different
disciplinary GIS models, is preferred above a full integration of GIS and one
comprehensive model as it increases the transparency and flexibility of the model
structure and of procedures to be followed.
4. The level of detail and scale of applications varies widely when reviewing current
land use problems, and so will the resulting data requirements. The required level
of detail of the objectives of a study and the corresponding data needs have to
match.
5. Available data sets, like soil survey data, can be used to screen for potentially
interesting or hazard areas where more specific research can be focused on. As a
result, data needs for a specific scale and level of detail can decrease significantly.
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Abstract
Stoorvogel, J.J., 1995. Geographical information systems as a tool to explore land
characteristics and landuse,withreference toCosta Rica.Doctoral thesis. Wageningen
Agricultural University, Wageningen, The Netherlands, 151pp.
Anadequateinventoryofland characteristicsandlanduseisincreasingly necessary
to support agricultural landuseplanning, especially inview of the conflicting demands
on scarce land resources. Fortunately new tools like GIS are being developed and
adapted tosupport theseinventories.Although GISmaybeauseful tool forthe storage
and management of spatial data, its development is often "technology driven" and not
directly focused on the applications. This thesis presents approaches to use GIS in the
inventory andanalysisoflandcharacteristics andlanduse.Theapproachesareexplored
and illustrated for theperhumid tropical lowlands inthenortheast of Costa Rica. More
detailed studies are focused on the Neguev settlement located in these lowlands.
In Chapter 2, a procedure is formulated to develop and select database structures
for soil survey data. The procedure isbased on a five step approach in which i) a data
model is developed for the soil survey data, ii) alternative database structures are
created, iii) possible queries are analyzed, iv) the efficiency of the database structures
isevaluated onthebasisofquantitative indicators,and v)themost appropriate database
structure isselected. Applications are not always based on queries only.Therefore, the
structure of the soil survey database is tested on the basis of a practical application:
possible modelling approaches to deal with biocide leaching on the basis of the soil
survey data. Biocide leaching is one of the main environmental problems in the
Northern Atlantic Zone. A best possible assessment of the severity of the problem,
from different perspectives, is needed for the various stakeholders. For the Atlantic
Zone,one of the few readily available datasets comprises thesoil survey data. Todeal
efficiently withthe different approaches ofusers,theproposed soil information system
needs to provide data at different levels of detail. Therefore, a rule base is developed
for each of the hierarchical levels (mapping units,pedons, and soil horizons). The rule
base includes decision rules for the generalization of data at a specific hierarchical
level.Although asidefrom soilsurvey data,additional measurementsmay be necessary
for many applications, soil survey data are useful to screen for potential risk areas and
to select sites where additional measurements are most effective.
Typically, the analysis of land use at a regional scale should be focused on its
changes over time, but this is rarely done in a systematic way. In Chapter 3, the use
of GIS to quantitatively describe land use dynamics is explored. Three different
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indicatorsfor landusedynamicshavebeendeveloped.Theindicatorsincludeasingletime approach based on qualitative knowledge of the colonization history, Markov
chainswithsoiltypeasaprobabilitymodifier, andMarkovchainswithageographical
analysis to stratify for polygon size,shapeand neighbouring land covers.
Often,usersofGISrequireveryspecific,disciplinaryoperationsongeo-information
that are not supported by GIS. These operations can be made available to the GIS
throughlinkswithexternalmodels.InChapter4,structuresandexamplesaregivento
link GIS with models dealing with the sustainability of agricultural production. A
generalstructurefortheGIS-modelinterfaceispresentedandidentifiessixconsecutive
steps:i) geometry operations,ii)attribute operations,iii) dataexport from the GISto
theexternalmodel,iv)modelrun,v)dataimportfromthemodelintotheGIS,and,vi)
visualisation or spatial analysis of the model results with the GIS. This structure is
illustrated for a casestudy whereaGISislinked withaLPmodel for the analysisof
alternative landusescenarios.Thestructure canbeoperationalized, usingtheabilities
of many commercial software packages todevelop user oriented applications.
Toexplore the possibilities to reduce soil nutrient depletion in a settlement area,
a GISwaslinked withamodel estimatingsoilnutrient depletion for land usesystems
andaLPmodel.Thedistributionoflanduseoverdifferent landunitscanbeoptimized
withtheLPmodeltominimizesoilnutrientdepletioninthesettlement.Thistechnique
explores the geographical distribution of land utilization types to create a more
sustainable basis for agriculture in the area. In contrast with traditional land use
planning where land utilization types are matched with land units on the basis of
maximizingpresentagriculturalproduction,thisapproachfocuses onlong-term effects
of land use and sustainability.
Toexplorethetradeoffs betweensustainability andeconomicobjectives, different
modelsandtoolswereintegratedfortheanalysisofdifferent landusescenariosforthe
Neguevsettlement. Cropgrowthsimulationandexpertsystemswereusedtodescribe
alternative land use systems. A GIS was used for data storage, and the analysis and
presentation of results. The optimization of land use was carried out by a LPmodel.
Using a series of relevant land usescenarios,effects are studied of: (i)restrictionson
biocideuse;(ii)nutrient depletionasanegativecontribution tofarm income,and (iii)
changes in capital availability. For the integration of models and tools, a modular
approach is proposed, which is based on separate software packages and appropriate
database structures. The methodology is particularly appropriate for interdisciplinary
research, integrating socio-economic and agro-ecological data.
InChapter 5,theuseof GISdatabases and dataneedsfor theanalysisof landuse
anditssustainability isstudied.Externally,landusecanbeaffected byincentivesand
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regulations.Dataneedsarestudied anddiscussed fortheanalysisofregional production
possibilities of maize, an analysis of sustainability indicators, and the possible
contamination of ground and surface water with the commonly used nematicide
Ethoprop. The different cases vary in their complexity and the level of detail required
for the results. Data requirements change correspondingly. General inventories may
already indicate which type of data collection is useful. Studies with a low level of
detail must precedemore detailed studies,while complex detailed studies could benefit
from a change of scale, associated with a more generalized representation of data.
Future challenges to incorporate the use of GIS in both disciplinary and
interdisciplinary methodologies are recognized. This will require an integrated
development of both GIS technology and applications. The ultimate challenge remains
applying the proposed techniques to support the increasing demand for agricultural
products and at the same time safeguarding the sustainability of the production and
natural resources.

Additional index words: agricultural systems, database structures, GIS, land cover,
land use dynamics, land use inventory, modelling, biocide leaching, soil nutrient
depletion, soil survey.
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Samenvatting (summary in Dutch)
Stoorvogel, J.J., 1995. Het gebruik van geografische informatie systemen als een
instrument bij de verkenning van landkarakteristieken en landgebruik, met aandacht
voor Costa Rica (in engels). Dissertatie. Landbouw Universiteit Wageningen,
Wageningen, Nederland, 151pp.
Agrarische landgebruiksplanning vereist in toenemende mate een goede inventarisatie
van landkarakteristieken en landgebruik, met name in verband met de toenemende
landschaarste.Nieuweinstrumentenalsgeografische informatie systemen (GIS) worden
ontwikkeld en aangepast om deze inventarisatie te ondersteunen. Ondanks het feit dat
GIS een nuttig instrument kan zijn voor de opslag en het beheer van ruimtelijke
gegevens, wordt GIS vaak ontwikkeld vanuit een technologisch standpunt en is de
ontwikkeling veelal niet direkt gericht op toepassingen. Deze dissertatie beschrijft de
mogelijkheden voor het gebruik van GIS bij de inventarisatie en analyse van
landkarakteristieken enlandgebruik. De verschillende benaderingen zijn bestudeerd en
geïllustreerd voor de humide tropische laaglanden in de Atlantische Zone van Costa
Rica. Meer gedetailleerde studies zijn gericht op het landhervormingsproject Neguev,
gelegen in deze laaglanden.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een procedure voor de ontwikkeling en selectie van
structuren voorgegevensbestanden vanbodemkarteringen. Deprocedurebestaatuit vijf
opeenvolgende stappen: i) een gegevensmodel voor bodemkartingsgegevens wordt
beschreven, ii) verschuilende alternatieve structuren voor gegevensbestanden worden
gecreëerd, iii) informatie die mogelijkerwijze in de toekomst veelvuldig wordt
opgevraagd wordt geïnventariseerd, iv) de efficiëntie van de structuren voor
gegevensbestanden wordt geëvalueerd opbasis van kwantitatieve indicatoren, en v) de
meestgeschiktestructuurwordtgeselecteerd.Inveelgevallen wordendebodemkundige
gegevens niet alleen geselecteerd of opgevraagd, maar vinden er analyses met behulp
van modellen plaats. De structuur voor bodemkundige gegevensbestanden is daarom
ook getest op basis van een praktische toepassing: het schatten van het risico van
biocidenuitspoeling met behulp van verschillende modelaanpakken op basis van
bodemkundige gegevens. De uitspoeling van biociden is één van de belangrijkste
milieuproblemen in de Atlantische Zone. Een zo goed mogelijke inschatting van de
ernst van het probleem is vanuit verschillende standpunten noodzakelijk voor diverse
belangengroepen. De bodemkartering levert één van de weinige direkt beschikbare
gegevenssets voor de Atlantische Zone. Om efficiënt met de verschillende aanpakken
van gebruikers om te gaan moet het voorgestelde bodemkundig informatiesysteem
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gegevens in verschillende mate van detail kunnen aanleveren. Er is daarom op ieder
hiërarchisch niveau (kaarteenheid, bodem en bodemhorizont) een set beslissingsregels
voor generalisaties toegevoegd. Alhoewel er naast de bodemkartering aanvullende
metingen noodzakelijk kunnen zijn, speelt de bodemkartering nog steeds een
belangrijke rol bij het selecteren van potentiële risicogebieden en locaties voor
monstername.
De analyse van landgebruik op een regionaal niveau is traditiegetrouw gericht op
de analyse van veranderingen in de tijd. Dit wordt echter zelden systematisch
uitgevoerd. Inhoofdstuk 3ishet gebruik van GISbij dekwantitatieve beschrijving van
landgebruiksdynamiek onderzocht. Hiervoor zijn drie verschillende indicatoren
ontwikkeld: i) een analyse op basis van een eenmalige inventarisatie van landgebruik
in combinatie met kwalitatieve gegevens over de kolonisatiegeschiedenis, ii) Markovketensmet een stratificatie per bodemtype, en iii)Markov ketens met een geografische
analyse voor een stratificatie van polygonen op basis van hun grootte, vorm en de
landbedekking in omliggende polygonen.
Gebruikers van GIS vragen vaak specifieke, disciplinaire operaties van de
ruimtelijke gegevensdieniet wordenondersteund doorhet GIS.Dezeoperaties kunnen
toch worden uitgevoerd door het GIS aan externe modellen te koppelen. In hoofdstuk
4 wordt een structuur gegeven voor de koppeling van GIS aanmodellen. De koppeling
wordt geïllustreerd met eenaantal voorbeelden uit het landhervormingsproject Neguev
die gerelateerd zijn aan duurzaamheidsaspecten
De structuur voor de koppeling omvat zes opeenvolgende stappen: i) geometrische
operaties, ii) attribuut operaties, iii) de uitvoer van gegevens van het GIS naar de
externe modellen, iv) demodelberekeningen, v) de invoer van modeluitkomsten in het
GIS, en vi) de visualisatie en ruimtelijke analyse van de resultaten met behulp van het
GIS.Destructuur wordt geïllustreerd meteenvoorbeeld waareenGIS wordt gekoppeld
aan een lineair programmeringsmodel voor de analyse van alternatieve
landgebruiksscenario's. Destructuur kanwordengeoperationaliseerd metbehulpvande
mogelijkheid binnencommerciële GIS-pakkettenomgebruikersspecifieke toepassingen
te ontwikkelen.
Om de mogelijkheden tot het terugbrengen van verliezen van bodemnutriënten te
onderzoeken is een GIS gekoppeld aan een model dat een schatting maakt van de
nutriëntenbalans onder verschillende vormen van landgebruik, en aan een lineair
programmeringsmodel. De regionale verspreiding van landgebruik kan worden
geoptimaliseerd met het lineair programmeringsmodel om aldus het nutriëntenverlies
teminimaliseren.Detechniek onderzoekt degeografische landgebruiksverdeling omte
komen tot een meer duurzame landbouw in de regio. In tegenstelling tot traditionele
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landgebruiksplanning, waarbij deeisenvanlandgebruiksvormen gekoppeld wordenaan
de eigenschappen van de verschillende landschappelijke eenheden om de huidige
landbouwkundige productietemaximaliseren,richtdezemethode zichopde langdurige
effecten van landgebruik en duurzaamheid.
Om de wisselwerking tussen duurzaamheid en economische doelstellingen verder
te onderzoeken, zijn verschillende modellen en instrumenten geïntegreerd voor de
analyse van alternatieve landgebruiksscenario's voor Neguev. Gewasgroeimodellen en
expertsystemen zijn gebruikt omalternatieve landgebruikssystemen tebeschrijven. Een
GIS isgebruikt voor deopslag en analyse van ruimtelijke basisgegevens ende visuele
presentatievanderesultaten.Deoptimalisatie vanlandgebruik isuitgevoerd met behulp
van een lineair programmeringsmodel. Door middel van een reeks alternatieve
scenario's zijn de effecten bestudeerd van i)beperkingen vanhet gebruik van biociden,
ii) nutriëntenverlies als een negatieve bijdrage aan het inkomen, en iii) veranderingen
in kapitaalbeschikbaarheid. Voor de integratie van de verschillende modellen en
gereedschappen wordt eenmodulaire aanpak voorgesteld. De methodologie is geschikt
voor interdisciplinair onderzoek waarbij sociaal-economische en agro-ecologische
gegevens worden gekoppeld.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de behoefte aan ruimtelijke gegevens voor de analyse van
landgebruik en duurzaamheid onderzocht. Databehoeftes zijn bestudeerd en
bediscussieerd voor de analyse van de regionale productiemogelijkheden van maïs, de
analyse van duurzaamheidsindicatoren, een kwantitatieve procedure om de mogelijke
vervuiling van bodem- en oppervlaktewater te bepalen, en de analyse van alternatieve
landgebruiksscenario's. De verschillende voorbeeldstudies variëren in complexiteit en
de mate van detail vereist in de resultaten en hebben daarom een verschillende
databehoefte.
Het opnemen van GIS-technologie in zowel disciplinaire als interdisciplinaire
procedures is een grote uitdaging voor de toekomst. De integratie vereist een
gelijktijdige ontwikkelingvanzowelGIS-technologiealsGIS-toepassingen.Degrootste
uitdaging ligt in de toepassing van de voorgestelde technieken ter ondersteuning van
de toenemende vraag naar landbouwprodukten, bij het bevorderen van duurzaamheid
van de productie en het beschermen van de natuurlijke hulpbronnen.

Aanvullende index woorden: Landbouwkundige systemen, structuren voor gegevensbestanden, GIS, landgebruiksdynamiek, modelering, biocide-uitspoeling,
bodemnutriënten balans, bodemkartering.
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